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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

UNDERSTANDING THE PERCUSSION WORKS OF ALEJANDRO VIÑAO:
AN ANALYSIS AND PERFORMER’S GUIDE OF WATER FOR PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE
The music of Alejandro Viñao is driven primarily by rhythm rather than traditional
classical music components such as melody, harmony, and formal structures. As such, this focus
on rhythm showcases the innovation of multiple time, defined as the musical simulation of
various meters and tempi. Pioneered by Conlon Nancarrow, this rhythmic innovation is identified
within Water (2013).
The purpose of this dissertation is to provide insight and analysis of the specific musical
characteristics of Viñao’s compositional style. These characteristics include the use of rhythmic
grooves, attractors, echo effect, tenuto markings, Euclidean rhythms, and water imagery. Once
this analysis has been completed, this dissertation then highlights the necessary practicalities of
performance by discussing aspects such as conducting, rehearsal preparation, setup configuration,
mallet considerations, and the technical aspects of performing bongos and congas.
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PART ONE
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

In recent history, Alejandro Viñao has become one of the most prolific composers for
percussion with his ensemble and solo works being frequently performed within the professional
and academic percussion community. Today, it is common to hear Viñao’s works performed on
recitals, percussion ensemble concerts, competitions, and auditions. Specifically over the last
decade, Viñao’s music has often been showcased at the Percussive Arts Society International
Convention (PASIC), either within university ensemble concerts, solo competitions, or master
classes.
While the popularity of Viñao’s music is undeniable, the internal compositional
complexity deserves further research. His works are characterized by an increased emphasis on
rhythm which serves as the primary driving component of each musical composition. As such,
Viñao’s music resonates within the percussion community where rhythm is understandably a
defining musical component. However, his music does not simply showcase musical rhythm—it
elevates it. Due to these innovations in rhythm, Viñao has clearly distinguished himself as one of
the most exciting new composers within the span of the growing repertoire of solo and chamber
percussion works.
The purpose of this dissertation is to explore Viñao’s unique musical style through his
work for percussion ensemble, Water (2013). Within Water, I will highlight the most important
rhythmic innovations that are key components of Viñao’s compositional style. These include his
use of multiple time inspired by Conlon Nancarrow, experimentation with rhythmic and melodic
grooves, reliance on accents for stress of multiple timings, electronic influences as applied to
acoustic instruments, and finally his unique term “attractors” as related to formal musical
construction. When discussing the rhythmic innovations within Water, I will borrow a few key
concepts and analytical tools from the theory of rhythm and meter, such as attack-point borrowed
2

from Maurice Yeston, 1 metrical dissonance derived from Harald Krebs, 2 and Euclidean rhythms
developed by Godfried Toussaint 3 and Erik Demaine. 4
Finally, I will provide a performer’s guide to Water to specifically address the necessary
practicalities to mount a successful performance. These issues include conducting suggestions,
rehearsal preparation, setup configuration, mallet considerations, and the technical aspects of
performing bongos and congas. It is my hope that this performer’s guide will become an
indispensable tool when preparing for the challenges of this complex work.

Copyright © Christopher Lee Butler 2016
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Maury Yeston. 1976. The Stratification of Musical Rhythm. New Haven: Yale University Press.
Harald Krebs. 1999. Metrical Dissonance in the Music of Robert Schumann. New York: Oxford
University Press.
3
Godfried Toussaint. 2005. "The geometry of musical rhythm." Discrete and Computational Geometry.
Springer Berlin Heidelberg. 198-212.
4
Erik Demaine. 2009. "The distance geometry of music." Computational geometry 42.5: 429-454.
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CHAPTER 2: COMPOSER BIOGRAPHY

Born in Buenos Aires, Argentina, Alejandro Viñao (1951-) started his compositional
studies with Russian composer Jacobo Ficher before leaving for the United Kingdom to continue
his studies at the Royal Conservatory College of Music. In 1988, Viñao completed his doctoral
work in composition from the City University in London. After completing his academic studies,
Viñao has resided in London ever since, subsequently receiving his citizenship in 1990. Viñao
has received numerous international awards and recognition throughout his career, including first
prize at The International Rostrum at the Unesco World Music Council (1984), the ‘Golden Nica’
Prix Ars Electronica (1992), and the prestigious Guggenheim Fellowship in composition (1994)
for his orchestral work, Apocryphal Dances (1997).
Throughout the 1980s, Viñao regularly worked at IRCAM (Institut de Recheche et
Coordination Acoustique/Musique), a French musical institute devoted to furthering the research
of electro-acoustic music. 5 This electronic influence permeates much of Viñao’s musical work,
often blending live acoustic musicians with pre-recorded tape components. Examples include
Phrase & Fiction (1994/95) for string quartet and computer, and Tumblers (1989) 6 for violin,
marimba, and computer.
Viñao has written for nearly every genre of classical music including opera, musical
theater, orchestra, chamber orchestras, concertos, choir, mixed chamber ensembles, electroacoustic ensembles with multimedia, and solo works. While his music is centrally focused on
rhythm, it is worth pointing out that a majority of Viñao’s music does not actually include
percussion. In fact, nearly two-thirds of his repertoire does not contain a percussion instrument at

5

Electro-acoustic music is defined as the creation of music using electronic resources and components. In
addition, electro-acoustic music can also incorporate the use of live performers as well.
6
Written for marimba-violin duo Maromolin, consisting of marimbist Nancy Zeltsman and violinist Sharan
Leventhal.

4

all. Instead, Viñao has found tremendous success writing for voice, including works such as The
Baghdad Monologues (2007) for soprano soloist and computer, and Greed (2011/12) for twelve
singers and electronics. In addition to his vocal writing, these two works also represent Viñao’s
recent interest in the musical depiction of current events, most notably the US invasion of Iraq in
2003 and the financial crisis of 2008.
While he has been a prolific composer within a broad spectrum of genres, Viñao has
gradually turned his attention towards works for percussion over the past decade. Described on
his personal website, “another strand of Viñao’s output consists of a wide range of percussion
works which are rapidly becoming standard repertoire in the concert hall and in the pedagogical
world of the conservatory and the university.” 7 Viñao has now written eleven total works for
percussion as of date with various instrumentation. His first work for percussion, Tumblers
(1989), was composed for violin-marimba duo Maromolin, consisting of Nancy Zeltsman
(marimba) and Sharan Leventhal (violin). Tumblers features an additional electroacoustic
component, the only percussion work of Viñao’s to do so. Following his success with Tumblers,
Viñao completed Marimba Concerto in 1993 for marimbist Robert Van Sice, his sole concerto
work.
In 2001, Viñao completed Khan Variations for solo marimba—perhaps his most popular
work to date. Khan Variations consists of a set of eight rhythmic variations around a melody from
famed Qawwali singer, Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan. Khan Variations has become standard solo
marimba repertoire and has subsequently been a required work for several solo marimba
competitions. In addition to the work’s popularity, Khan Variations also marks the first
collaboration with New Music Marimba, a non-profit organization founded by marimbist William
Moersch dedicated to the promotion of new solo works for the marimba. The role of New Music
Marimba is to help facilitate new commissions typically through consortiums, serving to join

7

"Biography." Vinao.com. Accessed September 21, 2015. http://www.vinao.com/Biography.html.
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universities, individuals, and other institutions into “crowdfunding” new musical works. As such,
New Music Marimba has played a vital role in all of Viñao’s subsequent percussion music (as
seen in Figure 1).
Figure 1: Percussion Works of Viñao
Tumblers
Marimba Concerto
Khan Variations
Estudios de Frontera
Riff
Arabesco Infinito
Formas del Viento
Book of Grooves
Burritt Variations
Water
Relative Riffs
Madera Viento y Metal

Marimba and Violin
Marimba and String Orchestra
Solo Marimba
Percussion Ensemble
Marimba and Piano
Vibraphone and Marimba
Flute and Marimba/Vibraphone
Two Marimbas
Solo Marimba
Percussion Ensemble and Piano
Percussion Trio
Solo Marimba and Electronics

1990
1993
2001
2004
2006
2006
2008
2011
2012
2013
2015
2016

Viñao has undeniably been a prolific composer within the realm of percussion, yet, what
has spurred this musical interest? The answer lies in his fascination towards the growing
repertoire of percussion.
If one writes a successful piece for percussion, if the piece it is really successfulit can became standard repertoire. That is because the percussion repertoire is
being created as we speak. If one writes—say—an outstanding orchestral piece
or string quartet, the chances it will become standard repertoire are not zero, but
very close to zero. That is because the orchestral repertoire or the string quartet
repertoire (just to give two examples) are both—for all intents and purposes—
closed (this is a demonstrable fact not an opinion). As a composer I find it more
interesting to take part in the creation of the repertoire of my time than to write
music for a repertoire that is unlikely to include my music.8
The phrase “repertoire of my time” resonates within Viñao’s musical output, and therefore
explains his current interest in innovative instrumentations, incorporation of electroacoustic
elements, and interest towards percussion—a relatively young musical tradition.

8

Alejandro Viñao. Interview by Christopher Lee Butler. Email correspondence. September 22, 2014.
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Viñao’s percussion works have been wholeheartedly received by the percussion
community, receiving numerous premieres and commissions. Additionally, with the growing
popularity of Viñao’s works, the level of performance has continued to grow.
[An] excellent percussion piece will be performed, eventually, to the highest
possible standard, because anybody tackling the piece will be aware of other
performances and will strive to equal or surpass them. It is very exciting to hear
remarkable performances of one’s music… One has a much better chance of
hearing exceptionally good performances of a percussion piece than of pieces
written for most other line ups. 9
Put simply, Viñao’s solo and ensemble works for percussion serve as a measuring stick for both
musical and technical ability of percussionists. This quality is further displayed in the prevalence
of Viñao’s solo marimba work, Khan Variations (2003), due to its popularity in percussion
graduate school auditions. James Campbell, professor of percussion at the University of
Kentucky, describes Viñao’s music as “deep and powerful. It’s well-crafted and offers layers of
musical discoveries on each listening. It takes a mature performer to deal with the many technical
and expressive challenges. I’m delighted to hear several of his works, including Khan Variations
appear regularly on graduate auditions and recitals.” 10 Within the percussion community, the
music of Alejandro Viñao has received universal acclaim and promotion. Additionally, it
continues to set the bar for all percussionists both in technical virtuosity and artistic integrity.
However, the question of Viñao’s popularity within the percussion community deserves further
examination. Why has his music resonated within percussionists to such a significant degree? The
answer is rhythm.
In many ways, the music of the twentieth century has been shaped by the role of rhythm.
In 1913, Stravinsky shocked the world with the jolting, ritualistic rhythms of The Rite of Spring.
Within the mid-1920s, the rise of American jazz music introduced the concept of rhythmic swing
to the masses. Starting since the 1960s, the latter half of the century has been defined by the

9

Alejandro Viñao. Interview by Christopher Lee Butler. Email correspondence. September 22, 2014.
James Campbell. Interview by Christopher Lee Butler. Email correspondence. June 17, 2015.

10

7

repeating rhythms of Steve Reich, one of the key figures of minimalism. This trend of rhythmic
innovation continues into the work of Viñao and the concept of multiple time. This next chapter
will explore this concept in further detail through one of Viñao’s primary influences—Conlon
Nancarrow.

Copyright © Christopher Lee Butler 2016
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CHAPTER 3: MULTIPLE TIME AND THE INFLUENCE OF NANCARROW

Conlon Nancarrow was born in 1912 in Texarkana, Arkansas. As musicologist Kyle
Gann notes, “John Cage had been born fifty-two days earlier in Los Angeles, Elliott Carter four
years earlier in New York City; by the end of the century the three would have become the most
influential American composers of their generation.” 11 Nancarrow was born into a non-musical
family. In fact, his father wasn’t musical at all, instead known chiefly as the mayor of Texarkana.
However, Nancarrow’s mother made sure he was exposed the classical music greats—Brahms,
Beethoven, Mozart—and even purchased the family a player piano, an instrument that would
later define Nancarrow’s career.
In his youth, Nancarrow was defined by his rebellious nature and despised formal
education. He would eventually find his way into music, starting piano first before eventually
switching to trumpet. Traveling to Boston in 1934 to study music privately, Nancarrow became
involved with the Communist Party and ultimately traveled to Spain to join the Abraham Lincoln
Brigade in fighting with Francisco Franco during the outbreak of the Spanish Civil War (193639). Returning to United States proved difficult for Nancarrow, as he was subjected to harassment
and other difficulties associated with his Communist affiliations. After a short stay in New York
City, Nancarrow fled to Mexico City in 1940 and continued his career there receiving his
Mexican citizenship in 1956.
The influence of Henry Cowell’s musical treatise “New Musical Resources” was pivotal
to Nancarrow’s early compositions in Mexico. Purchased shortly before he left the United States
in 1939, Nancarrow was enthralled with Cowell’s radical new approach to music, calling it “the

11

"Biography of Conlon Nancarrow." Excerpt from The Music of Conlon Nancarrow. Accessed September
21, 2015.

9

most influence of anything I’ve ever read in music.” 12 While Cowell’s thoughts are abundant,
Nancarrow was specifically interested in his relation of rhythmic timings to the mathematical
proportions of the harmonic series. A collection of Cowell’s examples on this subject can be seen
below in Figure 2.
Figure 2: Henry Cowell’s New Musical Resources

Inspired with this new perspective on rhythm, Nancarrow starting writing works that
explored rhythm in a systematic way using the instrument he had been aware of since his
childhood, the player piano. For Nancarrow, the player piano gave him the ultimate control of
tempi and rhythmic timings without the need for a trained instrumentalist, something that could
be hard to come by with his living situation in Mexico. Nancarrow titled these player piano works

12

"Biography of Conlon Nancarrow." Excerpt from The Music of Conlon Nancarrow. Accessed September
21, 2015.
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as studies each with their incredibly complex metrical scheme. His later works are typically
musical canons, focusing on musical material with intricate rhythmic relationships. For example,
Study No. 37 features twelve independent musical lines moving at their own individual unique
tempo. Today, these studies are praised for their extensive exploration of rhythm, specifically
showcasing Nancarrow’s concept of multiple time.
The discovery of Nancarrow’s rhythmic innovations was a dramatic turning point within
the compositional style of Viñao:
I had been interested in multiple simultaneous time since the late 1970s. In the
1980s, I realized that Nancarrow had explored these processes in a
comprehensive and systematic way so I listened to his pianola studies in some
detail. I did not like his music that much but I was fascinated by his ideas and the
possibility of taking them somewhere else. 13
Indeed, Viñao began to incorporate Nancarrow’s innovative idea of multiple time into his own
compositions at this point in his career. However, unlike Nancarrow, Viñao focused on the
function of multiple time rather than simply using it as the defining formal structure. In other
words, Viñao was interested in generating musical drama using these new rhythmic innovations.
I felt that the processes that Nancarrow developed in his etudes were not very
dramatic, since once the ratios between different polyphonic lines were
established, these lines continued their trajectory towards a pivotal point in a
more or less mechanical way, too deterministic for me, not dramatic enough. I
wanted to see if it was possible to work with multiple simultaneous times but
with shorter cycles so that the pivotal points were arrived at more quickly, not
just towards the end of a piece or a section, and more importantly, I wanted to
control how these line[s] converged to these points on a bar to bar basis. I wanted
to hear the hand of the composer making choices as the process unfolded. 14
This last line, “to hear the hand of the composer,” is the signature trademark of Viñao’s
use of multiple time. One of the great joys of listening to music containing elements of multiple
time is the experience of musical surprise. However, when compositions use moments of multiple
time in a more defined manner, this musical moment loses its effectiveness and overall value. In
contrast, by focusing on smaller cycles of multiple time, Viñao’s works are always filled with

13
14

Alejandro Viñao. Interview by Christopher Lee Butler. Email correspondence. September 22, 2014.
Ibid.
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unexpected metrical turns, often filled with abrupt metrical modulations and other complex
rhythmic processes. Because of this complexity of rhythm, it is truly important to define the
multiple instances of it. By understanding the function of Viñao’s use of multiple time, it is then
possible to start to understand how he uses this technique within his work.
In essence, multiple time within music describes the perceived presence of multiple tempi
within a musical work. These multiple tempi can be found in at any possible temporal
relationship. However, in order to effective understand and analyze instances of this concept, I
have distinguished two possible states of multiple time: static and dynamic.
Static multiple time is defined as moments where multiple timings of musical lines
remain in a fixed, constant relationship throughout. For example, polyrhythms by nature can only
exist in fixed relationships in order to maintain their timing relationships as seen in Figure 3
below.

Figure 3: Polyrhythms in Static Multiple Time

While polyrhythms must remain in these fixed relationships, there are other examples of
static multiple time in which different musical lines exist at the same tempo. The first type is
referred to as metrical displacement, where a musical line has been displaced or shifted over from
the metrical scheme. In essence, the two musical lines are equal to the length of the meter, but
have been displaced from each other from differing starting points. Perhaps the greatest musical
example of metrical displacement is Steve Reich’s Clapping Music (1972), a work which
revolves around the gradual displacement of identical rhythmic patterns by exactly one eighth

12

note until the original alignment returns. A short example of Clapping Music to demonstrate
metrical displacement is found below in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Static Metrical Displacement in Steve Reich’s Clapping Music 15

Additionally, grouping displacement is another type of static multiple time that occurs when
musical lines exist in conflicting grouping patterns. In contrast to metrical displacement, the
various musical lines are unequal length, sometimes showing little regard for the metrical scheme
at all. For example, the musical lines in Figure 5 are unequal in their own individual lengths of
four and three eighth notes. It is also important to note that grouping displacement also typically
occurs in polyrhythmic relationships (4:3), as seen in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Static Grouping Displacement

In contract to these static metrical relationships, dynamic multiple time highlights musical
moments in which at least two musical lines are entirely independent of another, accelerating or

15

The absence of a time signature is intentional by Reich. The goal of Clapping Music is to allow the
listener multiple ways to perceive musical pulse. For example, this rhythmic pattern can be felt in four
(12/8) or three (3/2).

13

decelerating at will. In this instance, the static temporal relationship is impossible since the
individual tempo of each musical line is fluid, potentially changing at any point. In essence, the
multiple musical lines are no longer shackled to any metrical scheme. Examples of dynamic
multiple time occur throughout Khan Variations (2001), Viñao’s work for solo marimba. In
Figure 6, it is possible to see how Viñao notates the dynamic acceleration of the marimbist’s right
hand while the lower voices in the left hand remain steady. Dynamic multiple time is defined by
the temporal direction of the musical line, more specifically, acceleration and deceleration. As
shown in Figure 6, the two ways of notating this desired effect is either composing an exact
accelerating rhythm or by including an approximate sketch of acceleration.
It is also important to note that in order for musical accelerations or decelerations to
achieve their desired effect, they must be taking place relative to another musical line. Without
another musical voice, this sense of musical movement loses its impact. Specifically, when
dynamic acceleration or deceleration occurs in the music of Alejandro Viñao, it typically always
occurs in contrast to already existing, steady musical material.

Figure 6: Dynamic Multiple Time in Khan Variations

14

In contrast to Nancarrow, Viñao writes music to be performed by live musicians rather
than mechanical inventions. As such, it is extremely important to Viñao that these moments of
multiple time are always clear and apparent.
I believe that music must be clear, meaningful in a fairly direct way, so if I
cannot hear a structure, a phrase, a line, a polyphonic passage, then I assume the
music I have written does not work and the intended structure it is not there, even
if a theoretical analysis of the passage in question may suggest that a structure
does exist at some hidden level. I work on the principal that structures, forms,
syntax, etc. are there to be heard, not just underlying containers at a ‘hidden
level’ but actual sonic realities. If they cannot be heard then they do not interest
me. 16
With the complex aspects of multiple time now defined, it is possible to start identifying the
rhythmic innovations of Viñao’s work for percussion ensemble, Water. Rather than trying to
uncover hidden musical structures, this dissertation will seek to understand moments of multiple
time in the effort to highlight their function and musical role.

Copyright © Christopher Lee Butler 2016
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CHAPTER 4: AN OVERVIEW OF WATER

With a total duration of nearly twenty-five minutes, Water consists of three total
movements including Edge of Tide (Filo de Marea), Through the wild Rain (A traves de la lluvia
salvaje), and Todos los rios El rio (All the rivers The river). As the titles suggest, each one of
these movements evokes different images of water such as ocean tides, rainstorms, and rivers.
The instrumentation for Water consists of a piano, two marimbas (5 octaves), two
xylophones, two vibraphones, glockenspiel, chimes, crotales, three congas and two bongos to
performed by a total of six total players. Some instruments can be doubled to help facilitate an
easier configuration of instruments, such as the inclusion of multiple glockenspiels for different
players. Additional performance issues will be further discussed within chapter eight, which will
provide a performance guide to the work.
Water was commissioned by a consortium of institutions and individuals 17 led by Prof.
Michael Burritt, Professor of Percussion at the Eastman School of Music at the University of
Rochester. In addition, the consortium was organized through the New Music Marimba Inc., a
non-profit musical organization founded by William Moersch, Professor of Percussion at the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. The first and third movements of Water was
premiered on November 16th, 2013 by the Eastman Percussion Ensemble at the Percussive Arts
Society International Convention (PASIC) conducted by Michael Burritt. The full work was
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The full list of consortium members include Michael Burritt (Eastman School of Music), William
Moersch (University of Illinois), Michael Rosen (Oberlin Conservatory of Music), Eric Hollenbeck
(Colorado State University), Adam Blackstock (Troy University), JB Smith (Arizona State University),
Frederic Macarez (Paris Conservatory), Dean Witten (Rowan University), Joseph Pereira (University of
Southern California), James Campbell (University of Kentucky), Jerry Noble (Wright State University),
Eric Willie (Tennessee Tech University), Tom Burritt (University of Texas), Lennart Gruvstedt (Malmo
Academy of Music), Svet Stoyanov (University of Miami), Michael Linville (New World Symphony),
Scott Herring (University of South Carolina), Phillip O'Banion (Temple University), Zhengdao Lu, Bob
McCormick, Kevin Dufford, and Peter Neville.
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premiered on April 13th, 2014 by the University of Kentucky Percussion Ensemble under the
direction of James Campbell.
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CHAPTER 5: Edge of a Tide (Filo de Marea)

Portraying imagery within music is a longtime tradition of western classical music where
composers frequently looked towards non-musical sources for new artistic inspiration. This
imagery is found within Water as each individual movement evokes the nature of bodies of water
such as ocean tides, rain storms, and rivers. However, it should also be noted that Viñao did not
initially seek out to simply depict bodies of water within Water. Instead, Viñao described how
“the music suggested the images after I had written it. …Debussy and Ravel are some of my alltime favorite composers and they have written a lot of music that relates to water in some way or
other. Perhaps that influence was there to begin with but if so it was not a conscious once.” 18
The first movement of Water, “Edge of a Tide,” begins with an interlocking pattern
between vibraphone 1 and marimba 1, repeating over two complete measures in continuous
crescendo. After these first two measures (mm. 1-2), Viñao repeats the same musical material
with vibraphone 2 and marimba 1, creating a musical effect of a recurring musical event that
slowly fades back into the musical background, much like a receding ocean tide. Significantly,
this continuous wash of sixteenth notes is the synthesis of short rhythmic fragments found within
both vibraphones and marimba 1.
This evocation of a rising and falling sea tide serves as Viñao’s invitation to the listener,
providing the listener with the possibility of listening to this first movement in a more direct and
relaxed way. Put simply, Viñao wants the audience to listen to these advancing and retreating
waves of sound as a path to navigate the upcoming musical complexity, yet still invite the listener
to another more intricate and deeper level.
I wanted to give my audience the possibility of listening to this movement in a
relaxed 'easy' way… But I also wanted to give the listener the option to explore
18
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the detailed musical lines that create the colour and texture at the surface of this
music, and allow him/her to delve more deeply into the multidimensional
construction that underpins the music discourse. The challenge for me was to
make both listening modes possible and preferably equally interesting. 19
This notion of multiple listening modes is perhaps the greatest allusion to water imagery within
this monumental work. Much like the ocean, the musical complexity of Water exists underneath
this musical surface, yet can still be understood at the surface level.

Figure 7: mm. 1-3

To achieve this surface level of music, Viñao utilizes rhythmic “grooves,” a signature
aspect of his musical style. Viñao expands on his use of musical grooves within his work for two
marimbas, Book of Grooves (2011). Within the program notes, Viñao challenges the notion of
how a groove is typically defined:
The 'groove' or 'feel' of a piece is understood to consist of a pattern or sequence
that repeats periodically in such a way as to create in the listener the desire to
move, or dance, or to foot-tap following the repeated rhythm. A groove is
therefore a rhythm 'locked' into a pattern of repetition. To ‘unlock’ a groove
would mean -to some extent- to threaten its very existence. This is precisely what
happens in this piece. The grooves are presented at first in their simple 'locked'
form, so that the listener may swing unequivocally with the initial grooves. But
gradually these grooves are 'unlocked', that is to say, they are subjected to
transformations that change the point at which they repeat. In this way the shape
19
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of each groove is changed. 20
An understanding of Viñao’s use of groove is essential in the analysis of his music.
Essentially, the task of “unlocking a groove” is a driving component of musical form within his
compositional style. In Water, this first musical section clearly displays this rhythmic groove;
however, as the movement progresses, this musical groove will start to “unlock” while still
maintaining its rhythmic vibrancy.
The development of this surface rhythmic groove can be followed throughout the
beginning of the first movement as it slowly evolves. The first example of this progression lies in
an example of metric modulation when the metrical scheme changes from 20/16 to 4/4 (mm. 1920), with the new quarter note pulse equaling five previous sixteenth notes (as seen in Figure 8a
and 8b). Another continued “unlocking” of this rhythmic pattern occurs in m. 29 (as seen in
Figure 8c), where this rhythmic groove alters slightly with a two-beat phrase existing in a the new
time signature of 3/4. The next transformation occurs in m. 37 (as seen in Figure 8d), where this
rhythmic groove expands slightly within another new time signature of 15/8. Finally, Figure 8e
demonstrates another change in this rhythmic groove found in m. 40 with the interlocking
rhythmic groove now contained in the time signature of 7/16. This continued evolution of groove
is slow and gradual, yet, when comparing this last moment of groove (Figure 8e) with the initial
pattern in the beginning (Figure 8a), the transformation is drastic.

20

"Book of Grooves for two marimbas (2011)." Vinao.com. Accessed September 21, 2015.
http://www.vinao.com/Book of Grooves.html.
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Figure 8a, m. 1

Figure 8b, m. 20

Figure 8c, mm. 29-30

Figure 8d, m. 37

Figure 8e, mm. 40-43
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Now that the continued progression of this rhythmic groove has been demonstrated, it is
important to understand the other musical components that drove this musical change. As
mentioned previously, the first “unlocking” of this musical groove occurs in m. 20 when rhythmic
groove is adapted from a time signature of 20/16 into 4/4 via metric modulation. Effectively, the
rhythmic pattern is unchanged, yet, the metrical scheme has shifted dramatically. Why is this
musical change notated if the listener does not perceive any musical change?
The answer lies within the introduction of a new musical theme found within the piano
and vibraphone 2 in mm. 21-29. While the beginning of this movement begins by focusing on
rhythmic grooves, as well as some elements of time to be discussed later, the appearance of the
musical theme now dominates the musical texture. In opposition to this repeating rhythmic
accompaniment, this new musical voice exists at a much slower pace and exists at a new metrical
scheme—outside of the repeating quintuplets of the rhythmic groove. Essentially, these two
musical voices exist at different metrical schemes. This begs the question: why does Viñao
choose to notate in a new metrical scheme? When asked by the author, Viñao provided the
following reasoning:
It depends on the context. I spend a lot of time thinking about the best meter for a
given passage. I want the meter to reflect the feel of a passage so that it [is]
played according to that feel and not against that feel. But that is not always
possible… it is a compromise. I try to accommodate most of the voices so that
the least possible number of voices are left playing against the time signature.21
An understanding of Viñao’s choice will further illuminate future questions regarding
meter, specifically when two or more musical voices may perhaps suggest multiple metrical
schemes. Within this musical example, the thematic material found within the piano and
vibraphone 2 should be more prominent, thus resulting in Viñao choosing to use metric
modulation to fit this new musical material. 22

21
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Figure 9: New Musical Material, mm. 20-29

With some basic understanding of how Viñao treats multiple musical voices that suggest
individual metrical schemes, it is possible to start dissecting more instances of multiple time
found within this movement. In other words, it is now possible to start understanding the depth of
musical richness of Water rather than simply gliding across the surface material. For example, let
us now dissect a more complex and intricate musical selection that occurs later on in this
movement starting at m. 105.
Within this section, there are multiple musical layers occurring at the same time. As
described in the previous example, the accompanying rhythmic groove is still present as a
synthesis of vibraphone 1 and xylophone. In addition, there is also a slower thematic musical
theme occurring in the piano and vibraphone 2. However, there also now exists another musical
line that has an independent metrical scheme found within this section. Within the marimba 2
part, Viñao includes the following rhythmic groove along with the following performance note,
“a dance in 5/8.” It is now clear to see this new musical material does not fit the written 12/8
meter, but rather implies a layered 5/8 meter. Furthermore, groupings of five do not evenly line
up with groupings of 12. In fact, this 5/8 grouping will only coincide with the beginning of a 12/8
bar every five bars—clearly an example of grouping displacement, a type of static multiple time.
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Figure 10, Re-barring of 5/8 grouping displacement

The final musical component within this section includes an instance of dynamic multiple
time found in marimba 1. From mm. 107-117, the listener is presented with short musical
fragments that grow exponentially (as seen in Figure 11). The initial short fragments are always
presented with each pulse, however, as they increase in size and length, the musical phrasing
grows longer and longer. These growing phrase lengths show a sense of dynamic multiple time
with the music essentially slowing down into important cadential points.

Figure 11, mm. 107-117

Throughout the musical passage, it is now possible to see four musical layers occurring at
once. There is rhythmic groove occurring in vibraphone 1 and xylophone serving to produce
rhythmic vibrancy. In addition, there is a much longer melodic tune played by vibraphone 2 and
piano that spans the entire passage. Finally, there are two instances of multiple time within this
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section. First, the 5/8 rhythmic dance occurring in marimba 2 demonstrates static grouping
dissonance, unchanging in length and timing throughout. Finally, the additive musical processes
found in marimba 1 show a clear element of dynamic multiple time, whereas the musical phrasing
slows down into important dramatic musical points.
This layering of multiple musical elements within Water is truly remarkable. Not only
does the work show a sense of musical depth and richness, but it treats these musical elements as
unique and independent in nature. Most importantly, Viñao masterfully develops these melodic
lines while still pointing them towards a dramatic point of convergence. Within Viñao’s work,
this important structural point is known as an attractor, a unique fixture of his compositional
style.
The concept of attractors was first encountered in Viñao’s percussion work, Arabesco
Infinito (2006) for marimba and vibraphone. Within Arabesco Infinito, Viñao explores the
incorporation of fractal geometry and chaos theory within music, specifically mimicking similar
aspects of traditional Islamic art.
In traditional Islamic art, ornamental textures are often constructed from a single
geometrical figure multiplied in all direction in one plane creating an infinite
pattern… Similar ideas of 'creative unpredictable repetition’ are found in fractal
geometry and chaos theory. However, chaos theory also introduces the idea of
attractors, defined as states towards which a system or process may evolve. I
wanted to have a similar kind of motion in my piece, a directionality that at times
might seem chaotic but was always driven by the repetition of an initial cell or
pattern. I wanted to create music where a very simple rhythmic and melodic
figure – [an] arabesque – would evolve in unpredictable ways but always in the
direction of a node or point of attraction. 23
In essence, the concept of attractors within Viñao’s musical style can be defined as important
cadential points that typically mark the convergence of multiple musical lines. Yet, what
separates this distinction from a traditional musical cadence?
The idea of attractors appear in many of my works perhaps not always
formulated as attractors. One could say that most western music has worked
historically with attractors. After all, is not a common cadence a type of
23
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attractor? Is not the tonic of a tonality the number one attractor in that system? In
any dramatic system based on tension and resolution there has to be a point
towards which everything ‘wants’ to converge. And by virtue of converging it
provides release to the accumulated tension. That is in essence how drama works.
In my works this mechanism is always present but in some pieces the drive
towards these pivotal points resembles more a physical kinetic process than a
pitch oriented process/cadence. So I have at times found it more descriptive to
call this more kinetic process ‘an attractor’ rather than ‘a cadence’. But basically
they are the same thing, it is just that one is driven more by harmony and the
other one more by rhythmic energy. But both procedures are mixed, in both
harmony and rhythm play a part but in different proportions. 24
It is important to realize that this focus on attractors is the defining feature that separates
Viñao’s music from other rhythmic innovators such as Nancarrow. Rather than simply meditating
on the process of multiple time, Viñao crafts this technique in a meaningful way to create musical
drama. The concept of attractors serves as his answer to the traditional musical cadence, which
implies a harmonic function rather than a rhythmic process.
Moments of multiple time within Viñao’s music are typically always focused around
these attraction points. Additionally, they frequently have some dramatic function such as
building tension before dramatically converging on an attractor. A good example of this is found
within mm. 14-17 (as seen in Figure 12), where there are several different elements of multiple
time. First, the rhythmic groove accompaniment is persistent within vibraphone 2 and marimba 1.
However, marimba 2 emerges from the musical background pulsing dotted eighth notes, implying
a 5:3 polyrhythm. As if this is not complex enough, the piano joins this 5:3 polyrhythm but
instead begins to emphasize a secondary pulse.

24
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Figure 12, mm. 14-17

Within this short musical example, we can see two aspects of static multiple time including the
5:3 polyrhythmic relationship and the grouping displacement occurring between marimba 2 and
piano. Eventually, all of these components lead into another attraction point in m. 20.
Another example of static multiple time can be found in mm. 35-37 (as seen in Figure
13), where marimba 2 (bass clef) and xylophone build towards conflicting polyrhythms into
another attraction point. First, the marimba 2 polyrhythm is essentially a 5:3 relationship in which
the beginning of every five pulses coincides with the structural downbeat. Once this voice begins
to blend into the texture, the xylophone begins its unique polyrhythm of 5:4 essentially playing
eighth note quintuplets over the span of two beats. Again, these conflicting polyrhythms build
suspense before ultimately landing in m. 37, where there is a direct metric modulation into a new
tempo.
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Figure 13, mm. 35-37

Figure 14, mm. 158-160
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Another important factor within this first movement of Water is the concept of scalar
ascent and descent. Similar to multiple time, these moments of musical direction also frequently
lead the listener to another attraction point. In mm. 158-160, all played instruments are
descending in pitch towards a dramatic musical cascade. In combination with scalar descent, this
musical example also contains elements of dynamic multiple time where musical lines are
simultaneously accelerating towards this attraction point. In essence, the pitch center is spiraling
downward while simultaneously speeding up.
The inclusion of scalar accent and descent combined with aspects of rhythmic
acceleration and deceleration creates a unique three-dimensional musical construction. When
asked about the inclusion of scalar descent and ascent when combined with multiple time, Viñao
provided the following reasoning:
If you listen to the works of Ligeti when he is trying to simulate multiple
simultaneous times you will see that he also tends to work with ascending or
descending scales like in his Autumn in Warsaw etude. This is because scales
(going up or down) are one of the simplest ways of creating a sense of direction
and structure. And if you have two or more voices moving at different times, then
you have to make that movement obvious to the listener so that he can
immediately hear what is happening. If you had a complex melodic shape it
would be much more difficult to hear and identify that these lines are moving at
different rate. 25
Throughout this first movement of Water, this three-dimensional view of forward moving
rhythm and ascending/descending scalar movement is now possible to see. While the music’s
surface is defined by rhythmic grooves, the element of vertical motion begs the listener to explore
past this musical surface. Combined with elements of multiple time, both static and dynamic, the
richness of compositional style is clearly evident.

Copyright © Christopher Lee Butler 2016
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CHAPTER 6: Through the wild Rain (a traves de la lluvia salvaje)

The second movement of Water, titled “Through the Wild Rain,” is yet another
illustration of musical imagery of water. In contrast to the musical tide featured in the first
movement, this movement evokes the image of “wild rain,” possibly including a powerful storm
of some type. The musical construction further expands on this concept by building to wildly
dense musical moments before returning to moments of melodic transparency.
The signature musical component of this second movement lies in the concept of
thematic transformation, defined as the musical evolution of thematic material. Throughout the
movement, a simple melody undergoes stylistic transformations including slight nods to slow
South American rhythms, possibly including the tango or other dance styles. As such, this
example of thematic transformation is driven by rhythm and meter rather than harmonic or
melodic influences. For example, in Figure 15a it is possible to see the first exhibition of this
musical theme presented in the first four bars of the piece in Vibraphone 2. As the movement
grows in complexity, this theme becomes increasingly more difficult to identify. Yet, this theme
continues to persist as an integral, interwoven component of the musical texture.
Other examples of thematic transformation include the following musical examples. The
earliest example of transformation within the piano part is found in Figure 15b. Within this
musical moment, the solo melodic line is presented within a different metrical context than
originally found in the beginning of the movement, existing in a steady 3/8 meter. There is no
melodic or rhythmic change with the sole exception of the added G eighth note on the downbeat
of m. 45. The glimpse of the musical theme is demonstrated in Figure 15c, where we find it
within the bass clef of the piano part. Within this musical movement, there is a growing musical
groove found within the musical texture, yet, the listener can still hear this increasingly
fragmented theme. Within Figure 15d, the musical theme returns within Vibraphone 2 transposed
30

down a major second in octave doublings. Finally, Figure 15e demonstrates the thematic material
found within the piano now continuing in octave doublings. This musical example is significant
in that we can now start to hear elements of multiple time operating against this thematic
material. For example, the lower register of the piano is a rhythmic accompaniment existing
within a 5/8 metrical scheme, an example of static grouping displacement.

Figure 15a, Primary Theme found in Vibraphone 2, mm. 1-4

Figure 15b, Primary Theme found in Piano, mm. 42-45

Figure 15c, Primary Theme found in Piano, mm. 72-74

Figure 15d, Primary Theme found in Vibraphone 2, mm. 96-100
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Figure 15e, Primary Theme found in Piano, mm. 132-136

In contrast to the first movement, this inner movement of Water does not immediately
provide the listener with the rhythmic groove accompaniment before ultimately revealing the
melody. Instead, this second movement chooses to provide the primary melodic material first
before gradually beginning to build a sense of rhythmic groove—an important distinction in
relation to Viñao’s previous statement about modes of listening. While the first movement invites
the listener to focus on rhythmic activity, this movement invites the listener to focus on the
melodic theme as a primary path of listening. In essence, this concept of thematic transformation
operates as an important method to understand the movement. Regardless, each movement
operates in the same manner, highlighting one musical layer before other musical components
begin to saturate the musical texture.
The concept of groove, particular borrowed from Latin dance styles, is incredibly
important within the stylistic transformation of this thematic material. To mark this distinction,
Viñao specifically includes the addition of congas and bongos, quintessential Latin American
percussion instruments. A set of congas typically consists of three drums: a quinto (high), conga
(middle), and tumba (low). In addition, bongos consist of simply two drums: a large hembra (low)
and a smaller macho (high). It is important to note that these drums are traditionally only played
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with hands, producing a variety of tones. 26 Viñao notates these desired tones to include the
sounds of an open tone and a high slap. The inclusion of these percussion instruments is
significant because they are the only non-pitched instruments included within the ensemble. As
such, the inclusion of bongos and congas are used to illustrate rhythmic grooves as well as
moments of multiple time, which will be discussed later in further depth
As unique contributing elements of rhythmic groove within this movement, Viñao’s use
of congas and bongos is worth further exploration. The most important rhythmic groove of this
second movement can be starting in m. 109, as seen in Figure 16. Due to the slow, driving tempo
of the movement, this dance-like rhythm exhibits the elements of a tango. As this groove builds,
the congas continue their rhythmic accompaniment as the piano part begins to play a solo melodic
line as shown in Figure 17. This musical movement, while somewhat brief, evokes a notion of a
traditional Latin American arrangement where the piano solo demonstrates an improvisatory
nature.
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More information about these tonal possibilities for the congas and bongos can be found in Chapter 8,
Water: A Performance Guide.
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Figure 16: mm. 109-111

Figure 17, mm. 112-116

In addition to providing groove accompaniment, the inclusion of these percussion
instruments also imply moments of multiple time, specifically static grouping displacement.
Figure 18 demonstrates how this tango rhythm eventually transforms into smaller groupings,
specifically demonstrating how the rhythmic pattern found in the congas implies a 5/16 meter.
34

Furthermore, the bass register of the piano is also playing a 5/8 metrical pattern, exactly half as
fast as the conga pattern. The final musical layer includes the previously mentioned melodic
theme of the movement found in the upper register of the piano.
Figure 18, mm. 132-134

Another way these percussion instruments imply moments of multiple time can be found
in the first entrance of these instruments in m. 35, where they act as an extension of marimba 1. In
this musical example seen in Figure 19, Viñao seeks to blend the marimba timbre into the congas.
To do this, Viñao provides the following special instructions:
…from bars 34 to 76, marimba 1 plays a pattern fundamental to the groove of the
passage that requires a careful choice of mallets. The bottom A should be played
with a mallet (stick 2) that will produce good contact and a deep bass sound. The
bottom D (stick 1) should be played closer to the bar cord on the thicker part of
the bar with a medium hard mallet for a more wooden 'earthy' sound that will
project less of the fundamental harmonic of the bar. 27
This deep “earthy” sound with less fundamental harmonics is the crucial connection between the
pitched marimba and the non-pitched conga. The result is an echo effect, mimicking a similar
echo effect often heard in electro-acoustic music.

27
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Figure 19, mm. 34-39

The musical concept of an echo effect is another signature compositional trademark of
Viñao’s musical works stemming from his own electro-acoustic works and popular music.
Sometimes this desired effect can be notated within Water with the instructions of “bouncing,”
such as the special instructions “bouncing with mba. 1 like one instrument” seen in Figure 19.
When asked by the author about the concept of echo and “bouncing,” Viñao describes how these
instructions relate to the dispersion of energy within musical performance.
…the idea of bouncing and echo are very much linked together. Both ideas have
to do with the way energy is dispersed or diffused. ‘Bouncing’ relates to the way
mallets bounce on a percussion instrument especially on a marimba. If I ask you
to ‘bounce’ off the key of a marimba you will put some energy on the way down
towards the key but also use some of the same energy as it rebounds off the key
as opposed to stopping that energy on its track. The rhythm need to be right, of
course, to allow you to bounce. If it is too fast or too slow it will not bounce. But
assuming that the rhythm is the right type, the term ‘bouncing’ will invite you as
a player to control energy in a different way. The ‘echo’ is the electronic
equivalent of bouncing, and in my case it comes from when I was young and
played in a rock band in the late 60s and early 70s. Later on, I found the same
technology that creates echo repeats in the electro-acoustic studio of the serious
music world. So it is an ‘import’ from the world of technology, perhaps one that
qualifies ‘bouncing’, making it more mechanical, more even, more pattern
oriented. 28
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This dispersion of energy mirroring the bouncing of mallets off the marimba can lead to dramatic
musical textures such as Figure 20. Within this musical moment, the echo effect serves as yet
another dramatic stylistic transformation of the thematic material found in vibraphone 2 during
mm. 72-73.

Figure 20, mm. 70-73

Additionally, the use of echo effect can also function to simulate multiple time as well.
Within this second movement of Water, this echo effect functions to give individual musical lines
their own sense of timing. Specifically, Viñao chooses to let short, melodic fragments continually
echo within individual parts to simulate multiple time.
Nothing conveys more clearly the feeling that musical layers have been
decoupled than the repetition of one pulsed phrase against another pulsed phrase
which drifts at a different rate. So the simplicity of the repeated echo can be used
to convey something rather complex. It is easier to hear two phrases drifting
away from each other if they consist of repetitive patterns (repeating at different
rates, of course) than if they consist of complex rhythms, in which case even if
they are moving at different rates the listener may merge them together into a
37

single time. So if the patterns are simple like an echo, the listener may recognize
them as beating or pulsating in two or more different times. There are clear
examples of this in Water. 29
This echo process between multiple musical lines is demonstrated within Figure 21, where these
short musical fragments diminuendo at a much slower pacing at different times. Because of the
unique pattern of each instrument, this example of multiple time achieved through echo
demonstrates static grouping displacement.

Figure 21, mm. 237-240

Other important examples of multiple time within this movement include Figure 22,
where the piano contains independent rhythmic lines between hands. For example, the pianist’s
left hand is playing a static 4:3 polyrhythm while the right hand musical line is doing a gradual
dynamic deceleration into the final attraction point in m. 100. It is also worth noticing the
rhythmic and pitch contour of the dynamic right hand of the pianist. Simply put, as the musical
line rises in pitch the rhythmic movement slows. In contrast, Viñao will also choose to accelerate
this rising melodic line as seen in Figure 23. Within this example, the bass register of the piano is
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playing groupings indicating a 5/8 metrical scheme while the upper register is dynamically
accelerating into m. 195.

Figure 22, mm. 93-104

Figure 23, mm. 191-195

Finally, the culmination of these moments of multiple time, specifically the inclusion of
echo effect synonymous with the term “bouncing,” leads to some incredibly dense musical
textures. In comparison to the outer movements, the musical architecture of this slower second
movement is dramatically different. Instead of separate distinct layers of rhythmic groove and
melody, Viñao chooses to focus on melody first as the rhythmic activity of groove and multiple
time begin to saturate the background. The result of this building construction mimics the water
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imagery depicted through the movement’s title, “Through the Wild Rain.” In essence, the
resulting dense musical texture is the “Wild Rain.”

Copyright © Christopher Lee Butler 2016
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CHAPTER 7: Todos los rios El rio (All the rivers The river)

Of all of the three movements of Water, this final movement is perhaps the most
rhythmic vibrant and dance-like of all. The rhythmic groove is always continuous and driving,
spurring continuous musical development and variation. As a listener, even without knowledge of
the constant changes in meter, it is still possible to feel a consistent energetic pulse within the
movement. This phenomenon which occurs naturally throughout world music rhythms can be
explained through the concept of Euclidean rhythms, a mathematical understanding of the
properties of these specific rhythms.
Applying mathematical concepts to music is a long-standing tradition that can be traced
back over the past 2,500 years. However, there has been a recent flurry of research specifically
linking geometry to musical rhythm. The Euclidean algorithm was first theorized by famous
ancient Greek mathematician Euclid of Alexandria (c. 300 B.C.) who proposed an algorithm for
computing the GCD, greatest common divider, of two integers. This same algorithm has now
been applied to traditional world rhythms by such scholars as Erik Demaine and Godfried
Toussaint. In their research, it has been demonstrated that these Euclidean rhythms spread pulses
as evenly as possible in their allotted time span, showcasing new insight into the rhythmic
vibrancy of world music rhythms. In essence, the evenness of rhythmic pulses give world music
rhythms their danceable properties. For more examples of Euclidean rhythms found within world
music, please consult Figure 24.
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Figure 24, Euclidean Rhythm (6/8 Bembe and 4/4 Bossa Nova)

When applied to Water, these Euclidean rhythms become evident within just the first few
bars of the third movement. When measuring the pulse structure of the first four bars, the result is
the following grouping of eighth notes as demonstrated in Figure 25: 32-22-32-22. Remembering
that Euclidean rhythms seek to spread pulses as evenly as possible, it is apparent to see how this
pulse structure of 3222-3222 contains maximum evenness in spreading apart the uneven three
note groupings as balanced as possible. Furthermore, the slight rhythmic variation found in
Figure 26 also displays maximum evenness as well. While the pulse structure is slightly
unbalanced as 3222-32222, it is still possible to see that the uneven three note groupings are
spread apart as much as possible.

Figure 25, mm. 1-4

Figure 26, mm. 17-20

Now that we understand the rhythmic vibrancy of the rhythms of this movement, it is now
important to discuss the use of tenuto markings to create a more expressive musical groove.
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One of the earliest markings within early music notation, the term tenuto is derived from
the Italian verb “tenere,” meaning “to hold.” Within the percussion works of Viñao, this tenuto
marking is critical in establishing the rhythmic grooves interwoven throughout the musical
texture.
In my percussion works the tenuto accent is simply an accent, not quite as strong
as an angled accent. The problem with instruments like the marimba is that going
straight for an angle accent will produce a sound with high harmonics and a
brittle attack. So if I want an accent that conveys stress, in order to get a groove
to groove, which means that some notes are more important than others, then you
need something in-between an angled accent and no accent at all. …This choice
comes out of experience. In the past when I wrote an angled accent I always got
this very strong attack that sticks out of the context. So now I only use the angled
accent when I want precisely that kind of effect.30
Within the performance instructions of Water, Viñao further emphasizes the importance of these
tenuto markings within the context of this particular movement, relating its importance to note
accuracy.
In this movement, phrasing (articulation, dynamics, etc.) is of the greatest
importance. The duration (rhythmic value) of the notes used in the various voices
is limited, with few tuplets or complex figures of the type found in many of my
previous percussion works. The complexity of the rhythms in this movement is
provided—to a great extent—by the contrasting phrasing in each voice. It follows
that accents are of paramount importance. In this context, failing to articulate
notes as written is equivalent to playing a wrong note in a conventional
composition. 31
In essence, these tenuto markings are essential to understanding the rhythmic complexity of this
movement, especially as moments of multiple time are created from static grouping displacement.
Furthermore, Viñao’s insight into the omission of complex rhythms, such as triplets and other odd
groupings, further solidifies the importance of tenuto markings as related to the application of
Euclidean rhythms.
Within moments of multiple time, it is extremely common to see the presence of these
important tenuto markings. For example, Figure 27 shows us the presence of tenuto markings
within static grouping displacement found in the xylophone. When this grouping displacement

30
31

Alejandro Viñao. Interview by Christopher Lee Butler. Email correspondence. September 22, 2014.
Alejandro Viñao, performance notes of Water (2013)
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begins, Viñao places tenuto markings on the beginning of each first note, further emphasizing this
new grouping. Another example of the application of tenuto markings can be found in Figure 28,
where the tenuto markings mark a clear example of a 4:3 polyrhythm found within the piano,
another clear example of static grouping displacement.

Figure 27, mm. 90-93

Figure 28: mm. 53-56

When placed in musical context, these unique grouping patterns create truly remarkable moments
of multiple time, as seen in Figure 29. This musical example demonstrates several of Viñao’s
compositional techniques to achieve this metrical illusion, such as clear examples of musical echo
found within the xylophone. It should also be pointed out that the bass register of the piano is
imitating the primary melody of the movement, as previously seen in Figure 26. Another similar
example is seen in Figure 30, where the opening melodic material is now fully realized within the
piano within the lower bass register. While metrical scheme shifts back and forth between
complex and simple meters, the xylophone and vibraphone 2 continue their grouping pattern in
5/8 throughout. In addition, these unique grouping always decrescendo in the musical
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background, creating a similar echo effect heard within the first movement such as the notion of
musical tides. Finally, the last musical layer can be found in the upper register of the piano where
a slower melodic idea is moving seemingly at will with no apparent grouping pattern to be found.

Figure 29, mm. 191-193

Figure 30, mm. 200-203
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Finally, it is worth discussing the water imagery that continues into the third movement,
titled “Todos los rios El rio,” 32 in which Viñao evokes the musical depiction of rivers. This
movement directly references a short story by Argentinean writer Julio Cortazar 33 titled “All the
fires The fire,” in which the story revolves around the interaction of various characters over two
different historical timelines. Throughout the work, Cortazar showcases how the fate of these
characters are interwoven across the two different timelines. Similarly, Viñao takes this
inspiration and applies in directly within this movement.
In this music, the various melodic lines, cells and phrases that are first presented
to the listener, the various 'rivers', appear to follow their own course, their own
independent trajectory. At times, they even seem to be running away from each
other as if heading in opposite directions. As the music progresses, the perception
changes giving the impression that all these musical strands are homing into the
same pivotal point, shearing perhaps one single path. The music explores this
duality where all these rivers appear to be, or perhaps indeed are, just the one
river. 34
This notion of multiple rivers all leading to the same pivotal point while sounding independent is
powerful, as it is closely tied in with the concept of attractors where seemingly independent
musical lines coincide. Through this literary reference, Viñao shows how this concept can be
expanded to encompass entire movements.
This ultimately leads us to perhaps the biggest realization of all, where each movement of
Water is interconnected through Viñao’s compositional techniques. Each movement contains
clear examples of musical echo, tenuto markings to propel the musical groove, metric
modulation, groupings of rhythmic patterns that conflict with metrical scheme, and clear
examples of dynamic musical voices accelerating and decelerating at will. While each movement
is inspired by different images of water, it is important to remember that they all describe

32
In contrast with the other movements, this individual movement is listed primary in Spanish. This is an
homage to Cortazar’s influential short story, Todos los fuegos el fuego (1966).
33
Like Viñao, Cortazar was also from Argentina. He was one of the influential leaders of the Latin
American Boom, a flourishing of literature and poetry within Latin American culture during the 1960’s.
34
Alejandro Viñao, performance notes of Water (2013)
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different forms of water, expanding the title of the final movement to the following: “All the
waters the Water.”

Copyright © Christopher Lee Butler 2016
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CHAPTER 8: WATER – A PERFORMANCE GUIDE

With a clear understanding of Viñao’s compositional techniques throughout Water, it is
now possible to discuss the practicalities of performance. Specifically, how we do we emphasize
and strengthen the musical construction of Water with appropriate artistic decisions? This chapter
will focus on individual performance aspects of Viñao’s music while also sharing insight from the
composer himself.
Conducting Water
After a close inspection of the elements of multiple time signatures within Water, how
does the presence of a conductor affect how the listener perceives time? The role of a conductor
is to lead a musical ensemble by conducting a shared sense of timing. However, does the presence
of a conductor conflict with Viñao’s desire to illustrate multiple tempi? When asked by the
author, Viñao provided his own opinion of the topic:
Ideally none of my percussion pieces should be conducted except—of course—
my Marimba Concerto. There is nothing attractive about having a person waving
his or her hands in front of an ensemble just because it is necessary for time
keeping purposes. Watching percussion players play is quite exciting visually.
Having someone obstructing your view is not. Having said that, I prefer an
accurate performance with a conductor than an inaccurate performance without
it. So having a conductor is merely a practical necessity. 35
While Viñao prefers the absence of a conductor within his percussion works, he does note that
having an accurate performance is all that matters, with or without conductor.
Considering the sheer difficulty of Water, it is recommended to have a conductor when
first learning the work. An ensemble should only consider performing this work without a
conductor if they have the most intimate knowledge of their part as well as the rest of the
ensemble. Even at this point, it would not take much of an error for the entire ensemble to lose

35

Alejandro Viñao. Interview by Christopher Lee Butler. Email correspondence. September 22, 2014.
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their metrical alignment at points. Only the most dedicated and professional ensemble should
consider this.
When conducted, it is extremely important that the conductor make conscious and
effective choices when deciding their conducting pattern. For example, considering how to
conduct the uneven conducting patterns of complex meters such as 15/16 and 7/16. There are also
moments within Water that these complex meters are extremely fast, such as the 5/32 and 7/32
bars found in mm. 215-223, where it might not be possible to conduct the specific groupings of
32nd notes. As such, the conductor should consider conducting at higher levels of rhythmic strata,
conducting the entire bar in one beat rather than individual groupings of notes.
At times within Water, it might also be worthwhile to alter conducting patterns to better
enhance the performance. Ideally, these decisions would improve the effectiveness of rehearsals
and help better solidify ensemble cohesion. Before considering these alternatives, it is important
to understand how Viñao chose his metrical scheme in the first place: “I try to accommodate most
of the voices so that the least possible number of voices are left playing against the time
signature. I also think of how the conductor may want to beat a certain passage and in that case
that would be the overriding criteria…” 36
Essentially, the changing meters of Water are meant to accommodate the most important
voices while also acknowledging that some voices must play against this chosen conducting
pattern. Likewise, this same criteria should be considered when looking at conducting
alternatives. An example of a conducting alternative within the first movement can be found in
mm.15-19, choosing to conduct five groupings of three 16th notes to ensure a precise 5:3
polyrhythm.

36

Vinao, Alejandro. Interview by Christopher Lee Butler. Email correspondence. September 22, 2014.
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Rehearsal Suggestions
By far the most difficult aspect of performing Viñao’s works for percussion is actually
realizing all of the information within the score. With a newfound understanding of the intricate
construction of Water, it is now important to understand a practical strategy to actually play it!
For example, Figure 31 demonstrates a sample of the full score of Water, specifically mm.199204 from the second movement. Within this short musical example, it is possible to find a total of
these specific markings: 38 tenuto markings, 15 accents, 5 staccato markings, 10 decrescendos, 2
crescendos, 5 unique meters (3/8, 3/16, 6/16, 5/16, and 2/8), and 12 "bouncing" performance
instructions. While this is obviously an incredibly dense musical example, how do we translate
this incredible amount of phrase markings into performance? When the author inquired about the
plentiful phrase markings within his music, Viñao provided the following reasoning:
…phrasing is relatively absent in Western classical music. We can hear complex
phrasing in classical Arabic singing or in Aretha Franklin’s rendering of “I say a
little prayer.” Very complex phrasing cannot be notated, or at least if it can we
have not developed yet the means to do so. This may explain why phrasing is so
limited in the classical literature since what cannot be notated is largely left out.
We exchanged the possibility of learning and performing through listening rather
than reading for the benefit of developing harmony and large scale form. Not
such a terrible deal after all! Somebody had to do it. So we sacrificed phrasing
(another thing too) to develop what can only be developed with notation. There
is little phrasing in Mozart, Bach or Beethoven. In that context, I would say that
my music contains more phrasing than is customary in our tradition… 37
This understanding of Viñao’s thoughts on the lack of phrasing within Western classical music
provides unique insight into the abundance of phrasing within his works. In essence, Viñao is
trying to infuse classical music with this notion of complex phrasing.

37

Vinao, Alejandro. Interview by Christopher Lee Butler. Email correspondence. September 22, 2014.
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Figure 31: mm.199-204

First, it is essential when deciphering this complex musical landscape to determine the
function of each musical voice. For example, is the individual part simply pure rhythmic
accompaniment supporting a sense of groove? In contrast, does the individual instrument carry
important thematic or melodic material? By general rule, it is important that all important melodic
or thematic material be given priority over all other voices. In addition, any rhythmic effect to
generate a sense of multiple time, such as “bouncing,” should not overly dominate the musical
texture. For example, within Figure 31, marimba 1 is simply playing a repeated rhythmic pattern
with changing dynamics. As such, it is extremely important that this simple pattern be balanced,
well under any other important musical material.
It is also incredibly important to simplify the musical texture by the isolation of similar
instruments through their function. For example, within Figure 31, there are four distinct musical
elements at work that can be isolated due to their compositional function, as seen in Figure 32.
These include the following:
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Figure 32: Grouping of Instruments, mm. 199-204

Once these different musical layers have been identified within Water, isolating them within
rehearsal are essential to creating true ensemble cohesion. More importantly, by pointing out the
grouping of these instruments, the individual players develop a deeper knowledge of the score,
something that they are obviously less familiar with than the conductor.
The final aspect of a successful rehearsal of Water lies in monitoring the ensemble
balance of these distinct musical layers, making sure that less important musical voices are not
dominating the texture. While mallet considerations will be discussed later within this
performance guide, let us focus on the inherent musical characteristics of each instrument in
regards to balance. Obviously, higher voices such as the glockenspiel should be treated
differently than the marimba, a lower voice with substantially different musical characteristics.
Additionally, the glockenspiel will effortlessly cut through the musical texture while certain
registers of the marimba might need extra reinforcement to balance within the ensemble. The
general rule to maintain ensemble balance within Water is to understand the unique musical
properties of each instrument and then carefully consider ensemble setup and player mallet
selection as needed.

Instrumentation and Setup
As previously mentioned, the instrumentation of Water includes the following
instruments: piano, two marimbas (5 octaves), two xylophones, two vibraphones, two
glockenspiels, chimes, crotales, three congas and two bongos. However, within the work, Viñao
does not provide an exact desired configuration for the ensemble. Instead, this decision is made
by the performers and conductor at their discretion. As such, various ensembles which have
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performed Water have come to dramatically different instrument configurations to solve a myriad
of technical challenges.
To truly understand these challenges, it is first important to understand how all of these
instruments are divided amongst the various players within the ensemble, as seen in Figure 33.

Figure 33, Instrumental Assignments of Water
Edge of Tide (Filo de Marea)
Player 1
Player 2
Player 3
Player 4
Player 5
Player 6

Vibraphone 1
Vibraphone 2, Bells, Chimes
Marimba 1
Marimba 1
Xylophone, Chimes, Glockenspiel
Piano

Through the wild Rain (A traves de la lluvia salvaje)
Player 1
Player 2
Player 3
Player 4
Player 5
Player 6

Vibraphone 1
Vibraphone 2, Marimba 2
Marimba 1
Marimba 2, Bongos, Congas, Crotales, Glockenspiel, Chimes
Xylophone, Crotales, Glockenspiel
Piano
Todos los rios El rio (All the rivers The river)

Player 1
Player 2
Player 3
Player 4
Player 5
Player 6

Vibraphone 1
Vibraphone 2, Xylophone
Marimba 1
Marimba 2, Glockenspiel
Xylophone
Piano

When trying to define the final instrumentation setup, it is important to understand the most
commonly played instruments. These include vibraphone 1 (player one), vibraphone 2 (player
two), marimba 1 (player three), marimba 2 (player four), xylophone (player five), and piano
(player six). With this in mind, these core instruments must serve as the basis for the work and
heavily dictate the ensemble setup. In addition, the shared instruments which are used by multiple
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players include chimes (tubular bells), glockenspiel, marimba 2, and crotales. These instruments
will either need to be shared or multiple sets will need to be acquired for each player.
With a newfound understanding of these logistical obstacles, the next logical step is to
define the core instrumentation setup, specifically how it relates to the location of the piano.
There are essentially two possibilities when considering the piano placement: inside or out. More
specifically, the piano should either be located within the center of the ensemble surrounded by
mallet instruments or on the edge of the ensemble allowing a closer connection between the
individual percussionists. Another component to consider regarding this piano placement also
includes the piano lid placement. For example, if the piano lid is completely up, this would create
a visual and acoustic barrier if located within this center position. On the other hand, if the piano
lid is down or slightly cracked open, the projection of the piano might not match the same level of
the marimbas, vibraphone, and xylophone. These two instrumentation setup options can be seen
in Figure 34.
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Figure 34, Examples of Water Instrumentation Setup

University of Kentucky Percussion Ensemble 38

Eastman Percussion Ensemble 39

38

University of Kentucky Percussion Ensemble. “Water: I. Edge of Tide (Filo de Marea) by Alejandro
Viñao.” UK Percussion Studio, December 18, 2014. Youtube. Accessed September 21, 2015.
39
Eastman Percussion Ensemble. “Viñao: Water, Movement I. Edge of Tide – Eastman Percussion
Ensemble.” Michael Burritt, May 24, 2015. Youtube. Accessed September 21, 2015.
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While there is no defined logistical setup provided for Water, the option to include the
piano as the nucleus of the ensemble seems to be the most popular performance option. First, it
allows the pianist to have a direct view of the conductor, something that could be difficult to
achieve when placed at the edge of the ensemble. Next, this placement of the piano allows greater
cohesion between piano and percussion. In many ways, the piano is the most difficult part within
Water and by having it centrally located, the rest of the ensemble can coordinate around it. When
asked by the author regarding this placement of the piano, Viñao provided the following
response:
CB: Do you have a preferred setup for this work? At the University of Kentucky,
we surrounded the piano in a symmetrical set up. What is your preferred version?
AV: Yes, I think your set up with the piano at the center is probably the best one.
I like the balance that way, I usually prefer the bass to be at the center of the
stage and the piano has the deepest bass in this line up.
Finally, it should be noted that another possible performance option regarding this piano includes
the notion of removing the piano lid all together, simply allowing the produced sound travel
upward rather than deflect off a shield. By removing the lid, the piano also matches the mallet
instruments whose sound projects upwards rather than forwards.
After defining this core setup, it is now important to determine if any doubled percussion
instruments can be shared between multiple players, or if additional sets of those instruments
need to be obtained. First, it must be determined what instruments cannot be shared, such as when
multiple players need to play the same instrument at the same time. The most obvious example
occurs within the third movement, as seen in Figure 35, where player two and player five are both
simultaneously playing the xylophone in conflicting registers. To solve this, the most logical
solution is to simply add another xylophone to player two’s setup. In contrast, the crotales needed
for players four and five have the potential to be shared since they are played at two different
times.
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Figure 35, movement 3, mm.113-117

While some instruments such as chimes and glockenspiel can be shared, it should also be
considered to simply provide multiple sets of instruments for each performer. While this decision
is ultimately based on the availability of additional instrument resources, it can be an extremely
effective method to eliminate any extraneous movement from the performers moving to these
shared instruments within live performance. For example, within the Eastman percussion
ensemble configuration, player two and player five each have their own set of chimes and
glockenspiel, thus eliminating the need to find a new common space to share those instruments.
In addition, player 4 shares the glockenspiel used by player 5, choosing to play the less active part
on the opposite side of the instrument as seen in Figure 36.

Figure 36, Shared Glockenspiel with Player Four and Player Five 40

40

Eastman Percussion Ensemble. “Viñao: Water, Movement I. Edge of Tide – Eastman Percussion
Ensemble.” Michael Burritt, May 24, 2015. Youtube. Accessed September 21, 2015.
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Mallet Considerations
When considering mallet choice for Water, it is important to discuss the musical aesthetic
of Viñao. With his roots firmly planted in Latin American traditions with a rich history of
marimba heritage, mallet choices for keyboard instruments should typically lean towards these
authentic folkloric styles. This is easily identifiable in his desired marimba sound, as detailed in
the performance instructions of Water, where Viñao describes a desired ethnic sound with a clear
articulation while never sounding too harsh or brittle. 41 Another interesting note from Viñao
regarding mallet choices for the marimba is found in reference to the second movement, where he
details the need for an earthy sound, perhaps producing less of a specific pitch than a percussive
effect. Please consider the past musical analysis of this section, mm. 34-76, where Viñao
simulates an echo effect linking the marimba and conga, operating like one singular instrument.
In Through the wild Rain, from bars 34 to 76, marimba 1 plays a pattern
fundamental to the groove of the passage that requires a careful choice of mallets.
The bottom A should be played with a mallet (stick 2) that will produce good
contact and a deep bass sound. The bottom D (stick 1) should be played closer to
the bar cord on the thicker past of the bar with a medium hard mallet for a more
wooden 'earthy' sound that will project less of the fundamental harmonic of the
bar. 42
Similarly, what is the desired sound of the xylophone within Water? Should it imitate the
orchestral tradition, such as the rattling bones of Saint-Saën’s Carnival of the Animals, or instead
attempt to blend into the ethnic sound of the marimba?
The xylophone in the orchestra often has more attack than colour. To achieve the
xylophone sound required in this piece the performer should use softer mallets
than is usual in orchestral music, to produce a fuller, richer sound. However, the
instrument should retain its ability to 'cut through' the texture of the sextet,
especially in loud and thick passages. 43
It is important to avoid any harsh or overly articulate mallet choices for the xylophone to increase
possible blend within the keyboard percussion ensemble. However, the xylophone simply does

41

Alejandro Viñao, performance notes of Water (2013).
Ibid.
43
Ibid.
42
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not have as much resonance as a marimba or vibraphone. Therefore, it is important that the
xylophone is always sounding as clear and articulate as possible, which may require the use of
harder mallets particular in the higher register of the instrument. This same sentiment also applies
to the vibraphone as well, which Viñao directly relates to the sound of the jazz tradition.
In this piece the vibraphone sound I had in mind, especially for the solos, is a
sound with good contact so that each note sounds well-articulated, almost
'marcato' but at the same time the sound is neither brittle, or 'thin' or too metallic.
Very hard mallets produce a sound that is brittle and metallic. With mallets that
are a bit softer and heavier, the player is force to put more energy into each
stroke. The result is a contact sound that has fewer high harmonics and is
therefore less metallic. In this kind of contact there is more of a 'thud' in the
attack. It is a sound favored by many jazz players like Gary Burton. 44
To achieve this warm, articulate sound desired by Viñao, it is important to carefully
consider specific components of keyboard percussionists, specifically, the inner core of the yarn
or cord wrapped mallets needed for the marimba and vibraphone. When a percussionist is forced
to put more energy into each stroke in order to achieve articulation, the sound of the inner core of
the mallet comes out in performance. While there are a variety of inner core types used in
commercial mallet production today, there are essentially two options: a rubber core or synthetic
plastic core.
The benefit of a synthetic core keyboard mallet is that increased articulation is effortless
within most musical situations. It provides a nice blend of warmth, established through the
wrapping of yarn or cordage, with solid articulation that can be heard cleanly within the concert
hall. However, the downside of playing with synthetic core mallets is that once a performer
begins to exert increased energy to achieve dynamics, the plastic core begins to sound too harsh
and overly articulate. This can be extremely negative when performing the works of Viñao in
which accents and tenuto markings could easily be overplayed, sounding simply too severe for
the instrument.

44

Alejandro Viñao, performance notes of Water (2013)
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Rubber core mallets simply do not have this same problem and can typically always
maintain a certain degree of warmth within a performance. As such, these types of keyboard
mallets are preferable within the works of Viñao. In addition, rubber core mallets also further
help match the fatter, rounder sound favored in Latin American musical styles. In addition,
unwrapped rubber mallets can also be used on xylophone to possibly match articulation between
instruments, avoiding the brittle timbre created through playing with plastic mallets. Finally,
mallet recommendations for the glockenspiel and chimes should strive to match Viñao’s overall
desire of a warm, round sound with sensible articulation.
With this understanding of mallet considerations within Water, it should always be
understood that percussionists consider the possibility of changing mallets within performance to
properly address specific musical moments. In other words, there is not a perfect pair of mallets
that will be appropriate for all three movements of Water, or even one movement for that matter.
Performers are encouraged to experiment with different mallets within rehearsal to find the right
combination for a successful performance. However, it should be noted that performers playing
on the same keyboard instrument, such as marimba 1 and marimba 2, should always try to match
mallet selections as much as possible. This is incredibly important due to Viñao’s compositional
style which frequently blends different instrument combinations to ultimately sound like one
combined instrument, such as the two individual marimba parts combining to create a singular
marimba voice. If each performer is using different mallets, it is much more difficult to create this
combined musical texture.

Tenuto Markings – Technical Considerations
With the combination of insight from musical analysis and practical mallet
considerations, it is now pivotal to discuss the technical aspect of playing Viñao’s works for
percussion. Specifically, how does a performer effectively achieve the performance instructions
of Viñao through applied technique? Within this section, the focus will be primarily on the unique
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instructions contained within Water, specifically how to interpret tenuto markings and
“bouncing” references.
As previously mentioned within the analysis of the third movement, Todos los rios El rio,
the use of tenuto markings function to create a groove, providing a sense of weight and emphasis
during a rhythmic pattern. In some performances of Viñao’s percussion works, performers can
easily interpret these tenuto markings as simple accents, which is just the opposite of the
composer’s intent. By playing these tenuto markings as accents, performers can often times
provide too much velocity in the stroke, creating a sound that might be classified as harsh, brittle,
or too strong.
Tenuto markings within the music of Viñao must be associated with added weight, not
simply an accent. As such, the performer’s stroke should include more movement from the arm
for these accents, a larger muscle group that generates more weight than simply using wrist
motion alone. This technique also appears within orchestral timpani playing, where the additional
weight of the arm, combined with a more neutral wrist, can create a heavier and possibly darker
sound. With this in mind, all other strokes should be played with efficient technique, typically
generating from fluid wrist motion alone. However, the slight addition of the arm on these tenuto
markings colors the tone and gives the musical groove the correct character and shape. In
addition, it takes a mature performer to know the appropriate amount of touch to achieve this
technical interpretation.
Another common performance instruction from Viñao includes the notion of “bouncing,”
an essential component to simulate the effect of an echo. As pointed out previously in analysis,
Viñao envisions the mallets bouncing off the bar similar to a bouncing ball, losing energy and
height with each bounce—an incredibly appropriate analogy for percussionists and provides vivid
imagery necessary to perform this instruction. However, when playing on keyboard percussion
instruments, a percussionist’s mallets simply do not bounce. In other words, there is not nearly as
much intrinsic rebound on a wooden (marimba) or metal (vibraphone) keyboard as there is on a
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membrane instrument such as a snare drum. This is why percussion educators always stress the
implementation of a fast, piston stroke when young percussionists play on keyboard instruments.
Another common phrase is “pull the sound out of the bars,” again stressing that with little to no
rebound from a keyboard instrument, percussionists must always work on lifting the mallets off
of the bar.
This poses an interesting performance problem when attempting to achieve this
“bouncing” instruction. What technique must a percussionist use to simulate this illusion of
rebound from a keyboard instrument that does not generate natural bounce? Essentially, the
percussionist will need to focus on executing successive, diminishing stick heights to achieve this
effect. Unlike tenuto markings, there is no change in muscle groups. Percussionists will always
use wrists to initiate each stroke, and will simply lift off each bar with a continuous decay of stick
height, creating a sense that the music is growing softer with each stroke.
Finally, the last technical consideration a percussionist must consider when performing
Viñao’s music is the awareness of playing areas to achieve consistent tone. Specifically,
understanding how slight changes in tone production can be achieved through playing at different
points on the keyboard bar. Keyboard percussion instruments have three basic playing areas: the
center of the bar featuring the lowest fundamental tone with a wide spectrum of overtones,
slightly off-center which produces a dark tone with less pronounced overtones, and the node
which produces a bright and thin tone. While there is some debate within the percussion
community about what is the “correct” approach, it is really only important to understand the
unique characteristics of specific playing areas.
Applying this knowledge of the use of playing areas within keyboard percussion
instruments, percussionists could look to using these playing areas to help reinforce Viñao’s use
of tenuto markings and “bouncing” instruction. For example, to achieve a sense of weight, a
percussionist should experiment with playing in the center of the bar, thus creating a heavy, deep
sound. To achieve contrast, perhaps these heavy tenuto notes should only be played in the center
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of the bar while other less important rhythms can be played off center. Likewise, when trying to
achieve a sense of “bouncing” echo effect, a percussionist could start the primary note in the
middle of the bar before transitioning to the off center position. This creates a matched change in
sound combined with diminishing stick heights and dynamics needed to create this effect.

The Use of Congas and Bongos within Water
Within the second movement, Through the wild Rain, Viñao incorporates the use of
congas and bongos, iconic instruments of the Latin American rhythm section. The presence of
these drums further solidifies the connection to other Latin grooves, such as the tango, within this
movement. While the writings for these instruments are primarily rhythmic, such as establishing
and energizing musical grooves, there are several other concerns as a performer when preparing
this part for performance. This section of the performer’s guide seeks to solve these concerns
while also showing other possible performance alternatives that may slightly deviate from the
composer’s intent.
It is a common misperception that all membrane percussion instruments, such as drums,
are non-pitched instruments unable to be tuned to a specific musical note. In fact, the opposite is
true. Any membrane percussion instrument does have the ability to match a relative fundamental
pitch when under enough tension, such as the timpani within a symphony orchestra. Within
traditional Latin musical styles, the congas and bongos simply are not simply a source of
rhythmic activity, but a source of melody as well. At this point, it is important to detail the
specific drums and their characteristics. Within this work, Viñao requires the use of three specific
conga drums defined by their size and pitch. These drums include the tumba (low), conga
(middle), and quinto (high). Similar to the congas, the bongos are a set of two specific drums of
differing sizes. These drums are referred to as the macho (high) and the hembra (low).
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Figure 37, Congas and Bongos 45

With this understanding of the melodic possibilities of the bongos and congas, as well as
the specific drums, what tuning system should be utilized in this second movement? Within the
performance notes of Water, Viñao does specifically specify that the tumba drum, the lowest
conga drum, should be tuned to an “A” within the second movement. While Viñao indicates this
tuning is required “for best results,” there is little insight into how this specific pitch functions
within the ensemble. However, one can deduct that this tuning is important within mm. 34-76,
where the congas blend with the marimba to create a singular instrument. This specific musical
example will be discussed in more detail later on.
When choosing the specific pitches of each drum, be sure to consider a few possible
musical scenarios. First, should the exact pitch of each drum match any other tonal content found
within the second movement of Water? If so, does the sounding drum have the capacity to reach
this pitch? Furthermore, does this desired pitch produce the best possible sound out of the drum?
For example, if a drumhead is tuned too high, there is the possibility that it could break due to the
extreme tension. With these questions in mind, Figure 38 demonstrates a possible tuning system
that seeks to match Viñao’s musical construction while still always producing the best possible
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intrinsic sound from the instrument. In addition, these pitches best match the traditional Latin
musical styles of which they imitate within Water.

Figure 38, Tuning System for Bongos and Congas

In order to perform this part for bongos and congas, the percussionist must design an
efficient and effective setup. The configuration as detailed in Figure 38 provides an example of
one possible configuration of these drums, matching closely to the traditional setup of famed
Latin congueros such as Giovanni Hidalgo and Carlos “Patato” Valdez. Another important
consideration regarding the setup of these drums is whether or not a percussionist will utilize
stands to elevate the drums. Traditionally, congas are typically played while the percussionist is
seated without the use of a stand. However, it is possible to attach the congas to a stand, elevating
each drum to be played by the standing performer. Bongos are traditionally played without a
stand, however, a stand is absolutely necessary in order to play the bongos in combination with
congas. Finally, it is recommended to slightly elevate the conga and tumba if the performer
chooses to perform while seated. It is possible to use a product called “conga feet,” which
attaches to the drum shell allowing a small amount of space between the drum and the floor. This
small space allows the conga and tumba to resonate much more freely, specifically providing a
greater low-end response.
When performing on bongos and congas within a traditional musical setting, these drums
will always be played with hands. In addition, another important aspect of traditional hand drum
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playing is the ability to get specific types of tones on these instruments. The three most basic
tones on this instrument includes a bass tone, accomplished by striking the center of the
drumhead, an open tone, the pure pitch of the drum created when the hand strikes off-center of
the drumhead near the rim, and finally a slap, a high-pitched “pop” that occurs when the fingers
literally slap the drumhead. The ability to consistently play these tones within a musical groove is
a litmus test for any accomplished hand drum player.
Viñao incorporates these important tones into his musical writing, making it one of the
rare works for the classical percussion ensemble to successfully do so. While other composers
shy away from the intricacies of these world percussion instruments, Viñao embraces them to
further evoke this Latin American musical style. However, there are still a few moments in which
the exact desired tones are not as clear as possible. Within these specific musical moments, it is
important for the percussionists to successfully interpret Viñao’s desired musical sound and
match it exactly with the musical construction. The following examples will help to provide
further provide insight into this hand drum part, while also including some possible alternative
performance suggestions.
The first entrance of the congas and bongos are found within m. 35 of the second
movement of Water. Within this musical selection, as outlined in the previous analysis, the conga
and marimba sounds are intertwined to create a singular instrumental texture. Specifically, Viñao
dictates that the sound of the marimba decays into the conga sound, where the fundamental note
of the marimba decays into pure sound. Within this first musical example, as shown in Figure 39,
Viñao does not indicate a desired tone from the conga, even though he specifically dictates
specific open tones starting in m. 52. Therefore, what is the desired musical tone for the congas at
this point? Because of the movement away from fundamental pitch within the marimba, the best
matching tone at this point is to play a bass tone. This further solidifies this tonal movement while
also creating an intense feeling of depth and weight within the congas. In contrast, a high pitched
slap would not match the register of the marimba, thus making it an obvious undesired choice.
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The only other alternative is to play an open tone on the conga, however, this does not create
nearly as much depth required to simulate this sense of echo. Additionally, within the
recommended configuration, the conga is tuned to a “C,” thus further eliminating tonal unity
within the section.

Figure 39, mm. 34-37, Marimba Blending into the Conga

The next interesting musical example regarding the issue of hand drum tones occurs in
mm. 109-111, as shown in Figure 39. At this moment, the congas are acting primarily as rhythmic
accompaniment further propelling the musical groove. When looking to Viñao’s desired tones
within this short musical example, it is interesting to note that while the quinto and tumba have
specific tones, nothing is indicated for conga. In fact, throughout the entire second movement, the
use of a slap and open tone are heavily associated on these specific drums. Through the process of
deduction, it is then possible to infer that the desired sound for the conga should be a bass tone.
As such, this combination of tones creates a vibrant groove that evokes other traditional rhythms
such as the “tumbao.”
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Figure 40, mm. 109-111, Conga Groove

It is also important to consider other possible alternative performance options,
specifically in accomplishing these desired tones on the congas. As discussed previously, there
are three basic tones within hand drum playing: a bass tone, a high-pitched “slap” tone, and a
normal open tone which produces a clear, defined musical pitch. When producing a bass or slap
tone, it is not possible to hear any specific pitch from the drum. Instead, these non-pitched tones
provide a relative highness or lowness needed for rhythmic patterns. In contrast, when playing a
normal open tone, each drum provides a clear and defined pitch due to the off-center playing
location. With this information in mind, it is not nearly as important to play these non-pitched
bass and slap tones on the specified drums. For example, the conga part as seen above in Figure
40 could be easily played on single conga! This suggestion is not meant to encourage the
performer to deviate from Viñao’s writing, but instead point out that slap or bass tones could be
substituted on different drums for particular difficult passages.
Above all, when performing this unique part within Water, it is important to remember
that the role of the performer is to always interpret the composer’s intent within performance.
Through detailed musical research in combination with other technical and physical
considerations, a performer can form his or her own educated interpretation of this unique
percussion part. Of course, this is always the goal of musical analysis, providing meaning through
research.
Copyright © Christopher Lee Butler 2016
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CHAPTER 9: CONCLUSION

Throughout the course of this dissertation, we have primarily focused on the what (the
innovative rhythmic and compositional processes of Water) and the how (the sheer practical
guide to successfully performing this work). Now it is time to discuss the why. For example, why
does this work matter? Why is Viñao’s music so popular throughout the international percussion
community?
First, it all starts with rhythm. More than any other facet of music, percussionists most
closely revolve around rhythm. In other words, there are strict melodic and harmonic restraints
within most percussion instruments. However, rhythm is the uniting factor amongst them all. By
choosing rhythm as the driving musical component within his compositions, Viñao is generating
universal interest amongst all percussionists, regardless of their specialty or position. In essence,
his unique compositional approach resonates within this unique musical community.
It is also worth considering the juxtaposition of the use of rhythm within Viñao’s musical
style as compared to Nancarrow. Where Nancarrow worked exclusively with technology through
the form of the player piano, Viñao has not included one instance of the use of an electronic
component within his percussion works. However, it can be argued that this constraint sparked
Viñao to create even more dramatic works for percussion.
In my percussion music, I am limited by what is possible using acoustic
instruments and human players. That has some advantages and disadvantages. On
the one hand, this limitation forced me to focus on complex polyrhythms, since it
is not really possible to use irrational rhythms with human players. In that way
my polyrhythmic writing developed into something more sophisticated [than] it
would have done so if I had not tried to simulate multiple simultaneous times
with them. 46

46
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In essence, it is actually easier to write incredibly complex polyrhythms using the help of
technology or electronics. You can simply input your desired rhythmic relationships and wait for
the process to be completed. However, composers writing for real musicians must also have
serious concern as to whether or not their music is playable. This limitation, through the inclusion
of human error, led Viñao to compose in a different way. His works are always focused on
creating musical drama through rhythmic innovation rather than a strict mechanical process.
The creation of musical drama through multiple time is truly what makes Viñao’s music
unique. Through musical analysis, it is possible to define the two states of multiple time as static
and dynamic. Static multiple time designates fixed rhythmic relationships established within
music, always secure and locked in. This includes instances of fixed polyrhythms as well as
examples of echo effect. In contrast, dynamic multiple time features the musical acceleration and
deceleration of melodic lines, a radical polyphonic approach to rhythm and tempo.
The combination of static and dynamic multiple time within Water creates intense
moments of musical drama. These fixed points in which the various timings converge are known
as attractors, a term used by Viñao that essentially describes a cadence driven by rhythm rather
than harmonic motion. The use of musical grooves, often times created through the use of tenuto
markings, also drive each musical line towards these attractors. In addition, these grooves provide
the rhythmic vibrancy of the work, specifically in the final movement where the music reaches a
dance-like fervor. Another unique compositional aspect used to create musical drama is the focus
on vertical melodic motion, in which multiple musical lines are descending or ascending towards
an attractor. This is especially evident within the first movement, where the listener can hear the
rising and falling tide of the ocean. Finally, this notion of vertical space combined with a sense of
horizontal motion through rhythm creates a unique three-dimensional musical space. There truly
is nothing like it.
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While this use of multiple time can generate musical drama, it is important to understand
that it is, after all, a simulation. This is a direct result of the use of live performers, which require
a common pulse to stay together as an ensemble.
…with acoustic instruments one is always simulating multiple simultaneous time,
it is an illusion, because ultimately the various polyphonic parts need to have a
common rhythmic unit or duration, however small that may be, so that the
various players may remain in sync (holding on to this common rhythmic value).
In Nancarrow’s music there is no such common rhythmic value between the
various parts. The point is precisely to avoid them, to create ‘true’ (whatever that
means) irrational relationships. But simulating irrationality is quite OK, after all,
everything in art is to some extent a simulation. 47
While this understanding may be obvious, does it change any of our understanding of the use of
multiple time within Water? In other words, does our understanding of multiple time as a
simulation lessen the experience of hearing the work?
In my opinion, this revelation does not affect my perception of Water, rather, it serves to
further enrich it. The joy of listening to music with aspects of multiple time is finding these
unique rhythmic relationships between each musical line, especially in the moments in which we
anticipate incorrectly and are pleasantly surprised when the true rhythmic relationship is revealed.
The intention in music with multiple times (when computers are not used and
only human players are involved) is to simulate the complete independence
(decoupling) of these voices/layers. In conventional baroque polyphony, the
drama and the beauty of the structure is in the unfolding of seemingly
independent melodic lines which are nevertheless bound together by the vertical
case of harmony. The magic in baroque polyphony is that each layer is
melodically independent but harmonically together. The magic in music with
multiple times is that in spite of the layers appearing to not belong together in the
same time, they finally arrive at a place where it is shown that they did belong
together and that they were traveling together towards the same destination,
albeit, following very different routes, seemingly completely independent routes.
Perhaps there is a paradox there in that this process resemble the world as we
experience it, populated by independent objects and people and yet everything
seems to affect everything else. 48
Please also consider the alternative of pure multiple time as championed by Nancarrow. Knowing
that multiple voices are completely independent, the listening experience is chaotic and devoid of
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meaning. Rather than seeking to understand how these musical parts work together, the listener
must simply accept that they do not. Of course, there is nothing wrong with this approach to
listening—it is simply a different experience.
Perhaps the pinnacle of Viñao’s work for percussion ensemble, Water provides an
incredible amount of musical innovation combined with truly meaningful musical drama. The
listening experience is remarkable, revealing the magic of multiple time through the rich imagery
of water. As a listener, we hear the receding tide of the ocean, the wild rain of a moving storm,
and the flowing water of rivers. Just like the individual voices of multiple time, while these
movements are seemingly independent, they are connected through Viñao’s unique compositional
techniques. Together, they combine to create one of the most truly remarkable and unique works
for percussion ensemble within our relatively young musical tradition. While relatively new, it is
already clear that Water will be celebrated and performed for years to come, inspiring new
generations of composers to reconsider the possibilities of composing for the modern percussion
ensemble.

Copyright © Christopher Lee Butler 2016
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PART TWO
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PROGRAM NOTES

A candidate for the Doctor of Musical Arts degree at the University of Kentucky must
present three recitals in partial fulfillment of program requirements. The following recital
programs will provide all recital information as well as comprehensive program notes about each
work performed. The recitals include the following: DMA Solo Percussion Recital on March 31,
2014, DMA Lecture Recital on March 1, 2015, and the DMA Chamber Percussion Recital on
March 5, 2016.
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Presents

Christopher Butler
in a DMA Percussion Recital

March 31st, 2014
Recital Hall
7:30pm
PROGRAM

Rhythm Gradation (1993)

Toshi Ichiyanagi
(1933-)

Dances of Earth and Fire (1987)

Peter Klatzow
(1945-)

Phénix (1982)

François-Bernard Mâche
(1935-)

Arabesco Infinito (2006)

Alejandro Viñao
(1951-)

Francisco Perez, marimba

Thirteen Drums (1985)

Maki Ishii
(1936-2003)
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Rhythm Gradation (1993)

Toshi Ichiyanagi (1933-)

Written for timpani, Rhythm Gradation is a work focused on the cultural fusion between
increasing Western innovation and Japanese traditional culture. At times both meditative and
highly energetic, this piece fully realizes the technical capabilities of timpani, specifically in its
heavy use of glissando. While Japanese culture is known for its value of group harmony and
social cohesion, the interest of Rhythm Gradation is to focus on the clash of individualistic
musical characteristics. Throughout the work, these new voices are either fused into the music
narrative or devoured by it. Regardless of their fate, these events ultimately transform the piece in
a series of gradations, or successive changes.
Toshi Ichiyanagi is an influential and prolific Japanese composer who has contributed
widely to postwar aesthetic trends. Although he is best known for his affiliation with John Cage
and involvement with avant-garde activities during the 1960s, Ichiyanagi is a prolific composer
who has composed music for orchestra, chamber ensembles, mixed ensembles (Japanese and
Western), opera, chorus, electronic media, and film.

Dances of Earth and Fire (1987)

Peter Klatzow (1945-)

Dances of Earth and Fire was composed (1987) for marimba virtuoso Robert van Sice.
Klatzow writes "these two ritualistic pieces reflect on the one hand the solidity and all-embracing
gravity of the Earth itself, and the evanescent flickering of flame, which always seeks to rise
upwards and escape into the beyond. These become metaphors for life and death, or earth-bound;
spirit-bound forces."
Peter Klatzow, born 1945 in Springs, Transvaal, spent a year teaching music and
Afrikaans at the then newly established Waterford School in Swaziland. After continuing his
studies in Europe, Klatzow returned to South Africa (1966) and was appointed to the University
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of Cape Town (1973), where he is presently Professor in Composition. His primary teachers
include Bernard Stevens, Gordon Jacob and Nadia Boulanger.

Phénix (1982)

François-Bernard Mâche (1935-)

Phénix is a work based on the mythological tale of a phoenix, a bird that cyclically dies
and is reborn. Adapted for vibraphone and nine tuned drums, this work embodies a phoenix rising
from the ashes from the successive notes originating from the instruments. This musical narrative
begins in the vibraphone but gradually expands to the drums until ultimately, the cycle ends.
François-Bernard Mâche is a French composer of mostly orchestral, chamber, choral,
vocal, piano, and electroacoustic works. M. Mâche, born into a family of musicians, began
composing at age eight. He studied harmony with Émile Passani at the Conservatoire à
rayonnement régional Emmanuel-Chabrier in Clermont-Ferrand and graduated with prizes in
piano (1951) and harmony (1952). He later studied with Olivier Messiaen at the Conservatoire
National Supérieur de Musique de Paris, where he earned the Prix de Philosophie de la Musique
(1960).

Arabesco Infinito (2006)

Alejandro Viñao (1951-)

Arabesco Infinito is a marimba and vibraphone duo that is a culmination of inspirations
including traditional arabesque form, classical Islamic art, chaos theory, and fractal geometry. As
Viñao states, “in traditional Islamic art, ornamental textures are often constructed from a single
geometrical figure multiplied in all directions in one plane creating an infinite pattern. In
Arabesco Infinito, I attempted to emulate this kind of construction. Similar ideas of 'creative
unpredictable repetition' are found in fractal geometry and chaos theory. However, chaos theory
also introduces the idea of attractors, defined as states toward which a system or process may
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evolve. What I found fascinating in this concept was that although a system may be moving
towards an attractor, it may appear to be doing so in a chaotic way. This suggests that order may
be created out of chaos.”
Alejandro Viñao, born in Argentina (1951), began his musical studies in guitar and
conducting. As his interest in composition grew, Viñao studied with Russian composer Jacobo
Ficher in Buenos Aires. Viñao traveled to the United Kingdom to study at the Royal College of
Music and City University in London (1975). Later, Viñao was awarded the Guggenheim
fellowship in composition (1994). Viñao’s music is often defined by his unique rhythmic
language that determines both musical construction and form, including the melodic and
harmonic facets of his work. In many ways, Viñao is a protégé of other rhythmically minded
composers such as György Ligeti and Conlon Nancarrow. His musical interests are primarily
centered on polyrhythm.

Thirteen Drums (1985)

Maki Ishii (1936-2003)

Thirteen Drums features the same culture clash found in Rhythm Gradation; however,
this work is more of a social commentary than a strong musical narrative. In a Japanese culture
where individual voices are not meant to rise above the group, they are ultimately beaten back
into the fabric of society. This notion is embodied by the Japanese saying: “the nail that sticks out
must be pounded back down.” Thirteen Drums essentially begins with various drums being
silenced until ultimately, chaos reigns supreme.
Influenced by the serialists and West European avant-garde techniques of the 1950s and
60's, Maki Ishii turned his attention to Japanese traditional music in the late 1960s. Since then, his
creative endeavors have been rooted in the attempt to stride two musical worlds by employing
European compositional methods and elements and traditional Japanese music. Maki Ishii does
not merely strive to set the music and instruments of East and West against one another, nor even
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to fuse these two sound worlds, but he remains constantly aware of the essential difference that
underlies these two musical worlds in an attempt to pursue and grasp a third musical vision.

Copyright © Christopher Lee Butler 2016
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KHAN VARIATIONS
DMA LECTURE RECITAL
THE MUSIC OF ALEJANDRO VIÑAO
PRESENTED BY

CHRISTOPHER BUTLER, PERCUSSION
MARCH 1, 2015
NILES GALLERY @ 2PM
TOPICS TO BE COVERED
MULTIPLE TIME – STATIC VS. DYNAMIC
ALI KHAN INSPIRATION
INFLUENCE OF NANCARROW
GROOVES
THE USE OF ACCENTS
ECHO & BOUNCING EFFECT
ATTRACTORS

This recital is presented in fulfillment of the requirements of the Doctorate of Musical Arts in
Music Performance. Christopher Butler is a student of Prof. James Campbell.

CHRISTOPHER BUTLER
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DMA CHAMBER PERCUSSION RECITAL

FEATURING
NICHOLAS BOLCHOZ
MATTHEW GEIGER
JEREMY MAYTUM
FRANCISCO PEREZ
MARCH 5th, 2016
RECITAL HALL
7:30PM

*Note: Latecomers will be seated at intermission

PROGRAM
Trying (2014)

David Skidmore
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(1982-)
Mallet Quartet (2009)

Steve Reich
(1936-)

Haikústicos (1998)
Haiku of the Dawn
Haiku of the Sea
Haiku of the Wind
Haiku of the Island
Haiku of the Dune
Haiku of the Volcano
Haiku of the Dead Tree
Haiku of the Water
Haiku of the Palm Tree
Haiku of the Beetle
Haiku of the Frog
Haiku of the Dragonfly
Haiku of Her Glance
Haiku of the Girls
Haiku of the Sunset

Enrique Guimerá
(1954-2004)

Kyoto (2011)

John Psathas
(1966-)

For recording purposes, please hold applause until after each set/piece and have cell phones on
silent. This recital is presented in fulfillment of the requirements of the Doctor of Musical Arts in
Percussion Performance. Christopher Butler is a student of James Campbell.
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Trying (2014)

David Skidmore (1982-)

Written for Third Coast Percussion, Trying is a three movement work primary dedicated
to the musical exploration of rhythm inspired by such rhythmic pioneers as Alejandro Viñao and
Swedish heavy metal band Meshuggah. The work revolves around two marimbas, to be played by
all percussionists in the second movement, and a variety of unique percussion sounds such as
metal pipes, wooden slats, and dry metal junk sounds. With such dramatically unique sounds, it is
possible to hear these individual musical voices coexisting in a transparent musical texture,
although typically floating in its unique metrical cycle.
A dedicated advocate for new works for percussion, David Skidmore is a percussionist,
composer, and musical entrepreneur best known as a co-founder of Third Coast Percussion.
Based out of Chicago, Illinois, Third Coast Percussion has commissioned, premiered, and
performed a multitude of new works for percussion ensemble from prominent 21st century
composers.

Mallet Quartet (2009)

Steve Reich (1936-)

Scored for two vibraphone and two marimbas, Mallet Quartet is one of composer Steve
Reich’s most acclaimed works for mallet percussion. Inspired by his other recent works such as
Double Sextet (2007), this work features a continuous interlocking pattern between the two
marimbas which serve as a fundamental base for the vibraphones, always playing a melodic
pattern. Perhaps more than any of his other works for percussion, Mallet Quartet is focused on
the overlapping of instruments and specifically new possible musical characteristics that occur as
a result of this technique. As a composer, Reich is always focused on the perception of the
listener, always making sure that each compositional process is heard as clearly as possible.
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Steve Reich is undeniably one of the greatest and most influential American composers
throughout music history. As one of the key pioneers of minimalism in the 1960s, Reich has not
only influenced classical music but also popular and electronic music as well. While his early
works are focused on phasing and strict minimalistic techniques, his later works feature an
incredible of amount of compositional complexity through minimalistic techniques.

Haikústicos (1998)

Enrique Guimerá (1954-2004)

Written for five marimbas, Haikústicos is a musical work that features fifteen short
musical depictions of Japanese haiku. Used to provide musical imagery, Guimera utilizes
extended techniques and spatial musical writing to capture the essence of each individual haiku.
Within the percussion ensemble repertoire, Haikústicos is truly unique in this musical design—
there truly is nothing else like it. Because of the unfortunate death of the composer in 2004, there
is currently no publisher or commercial recording of this truly unique musical work.
Hailing from the canary islands of Spain, composer Enrique Guimerá is best remembered
for his eclectic musical style which led to a multi-faceted career spanning musical theatre,
popular music such as jazz and rock, and film music. As such, the music of Guimerá features a
fusion of musical styles that truly resembles modern day composers.

Kyoto (2011)

John Psathas (1966-)

Scored for two vibraphones, two marimbas and percussion, Kyoto refers to the legendary
improvisation of Jazz pianist Keith Jarrett which was recorded on November 5th, 1976 in Kyoto,
Japan. Psathas remarks that “this improvisation of Jarret’s is, more than anything, the piece that
work the composer in me, and set me on this journey of creating my own music for others.” In
many ways, Kyoto sounds like a spontaneous musical improvisation where musical motives and
themes are passed throughout the ensemble at will.
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The son of Greek immigrant parents, New Zealand composer John Psathas has received
international musical acclaim for his collaborations with acclaimed artists such as Evelyn
Glennie, Michael Brecker, Joshua Redman, and Pedro Carneiro. A popular composer within the
percussion realm, Psathas has written several acclaimed works such as Matre’s Dance (1991) for
piano and percussion, Drum Dances (1993) for piano and drum kit, and Etude from One Study
One Summary (2005) for marimba and junk percussion with tape.

Copyright © Christopher Lee Butler 2016
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APPENDIX A
EMAIL CORRESPONDENCE WITH ALEJANDRO VIÑAO
COMPILED ON SEPTEMBER 22, 2014

QUESTIONS FOR MR. VIÑAO
CB: You have been a very prolific composer for percussion in recent years. What has attracted
you to writing works for percussion?
AV: If one writes a successful piece for percussion, if the piece it is really successful- it can
became standard repertoire. That is because the percussion repertoire is being created as we
speak. If one writes -say- an outstanding orchestral piece or string quartet, the chances it will
become standard repertoire are not zero, but very close to zero. That is because the orchestral
repertoire or the string quartet repertoire (just to give two examples) are both -for all intents and
purposes- closed (this is a demonstrable fact not an opinion). As a composer I find it more
interesting to take part in the creation of the repertoire of my time than to write music for a
repertoire that is unlikely to include my music (or anybody else’s) regardless of how good the
music may be. Composers continue - of course- to write for all kinds of ensemble, because we are
professionals and commissions come for all kinds of ensembles. Also, and I think I speak for
most composers, I love to write music for a wide range of forces in spite of the fate awaiting such
music. But this pleasure in writing for all kinds of ensembles that does not prevent me from
understanding what is possible or not today. And writing an orchestral piece that will become
standard repertoire in the same way that Beethoven’s 5th is standard repertoire is practically
impossible today. The opposite is true in the percussion world.
Another good example of what I am taking about is electronic or electro-acoustic music. This
repertoire is also new and as a composer it is possible to leave one’s mark. So I have often
combined acoustic instruments with electro-acoustic means, because that also creates a new
repertoire. Both in the case of percussion/mallet music and electro-acoustic music a new sound
world is being created, the sound world of our time, and that I find very exciting, working with
sounds that are new. The great works of the past, at the time they were written, were also creating
new sound worlds. The Berlioz orchestra or the piano in the 19th century were new sound worlds.
It is perhaps not an exaggeration to say that one necessary condition to create the music of one’s
time is to work with a new sound world. At least historically speaking, that has been -by and
large- the case.
Another issue: a good or excellent percussion piece will be performed, eventually, to the highest
possible standard, because anybody tacking the piece will be aware of other performances and
will strive to equal or surpass them. It is very exciting to hear remarkable performances of one’s
music, just as it is a bit depressing to hear too many bad ones. One has a much better chance of
hearing exceptionally good performances of a percussion piece than of pieces written for most
other line ups. Of course, I am generalizing, but I am not that far off the mark.
CB: How do you determine your changes in meter? Are you looking for a certain feel?
AV: It depends on the context. I spend a lot of time thinking about the best meter for a given
passage. I want the meter to reflect the feel of a passage so that it played according to that feel
and not against that feel. But that is not always possible. I struggle to find the best solution and it
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takes a lot of time.
CB: In moments of multiple time, do you primarily accommodate the principal voice by using
metric modulation (such as in the first movement of Water)?
AV: Yes, it is a compromise. I try to accommodate most of the voices so that the least possible
number of voices are left playing against the time signature. I also think of how the conductor
may want to beat a certain passage and in that case that would be the overriding criteria (if the
piece is meant to be conducted)
CB: Can you please explain the importance of tenuto markings within your works? What change
in sound are wanting? A sense of weight or stress? How would you differentiate between a tenuto
and accent?
AV: In my percussion works the tenuto accent is simply an accent, not quite as strong as an
angled accent. The problem with instruments like the marimba is that going straight for an angle
accent will produce a sound with high harmonics and a brittle attack. So if I want an accent that
conveys stress, in order -say- to get a groove to groove, which means that some notes are more
important than others, then you need something in between and angled accent and no accent at
all. So the tenuto accent is not 'tenuto' in the sense of 'held' (that is what tenuto means in Italian)
but in the sense of 'louder' or more 'stressed' or 'heavier', but not meaning that that note should
stick out of the context as an angled accent would suggest. This choice comes out of experience.
In the past when I wrote an angled accent I always got this very strong attack that sticks out of the
context. So now I only use the angled accent when I want precisely that kind of effect.
CB: There are not that many phrase markings found within your music. Would you agree with
this statement? If so, why?
AV: I would have thought it was the other way round: there are too many phrase markings in my
music. Perhaps an unreasonable number of them. Let us consider the matter. Phase marking may
consist of the following: dynamics, articulations, verbal instructions, slurs, tempo changes and
pitch changes inside a note (pitch bent etc.). The last type we may forget about because they are
not possible with mallet instruments.
My music has a large number of articulations, dynamic changes a verbal instruction such as
‘bouncing like and echo’. If you open Arabesco Infinito from -say- bar 136 to 169 (2 pages) you
may wonder if the composer is being realistic in his excessive phasing. Will that many
articulations and dynamic changes ever be completely observed by the 2 players? Is it realistic?
Do the same with Homage to Nancarrow. The accents, articulations and indication of what should
be played as background and what should be foreground, in other words, phrasing, exceed what is
normal in the western literature in general. It is almost phasing on a note-to-note basis.
Yet, phrasing is relatively absent in Western classical music. We can hear complex phrasing in
classical Arabic singing or in Aretha Franklin’s rendering of ‘I say a little prayer’. Very complex
phrasing cannot be notated, or at least if it can we have not developed yet the means to do so.
This may explain why phrasing is so limited in the classical literature since what cannot be
notated is largely left out. We exchanged the possibility of learning and performing through
listening rather than reading for the benefit of developing harmony and large scale form. Not such
a terrible deal after all! Somebody had to do it. So we sacrificed phrasing (another thing too) to
develop what can only be developed with notation. There is little phrasing in Mozart, Bach or
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Beethoven. Of course, by the limited standard of phrasing that exist in Western music there is lots
of phrasing in the music of these composers. But not by world standard. Not if you compare it to
other kinds of music. We never did phrasing in the West. It is not our thing.
In that context, I would say that my music contains more phrasing than is customary in our
tradition which is not necessarily a good thing since it is after all part of the classical written
tradition and not of the oral tradition of Afghanistan or the Mississippi blues.
CB: The sense of echo is very apparent in your works. Where did this effect come from? How is
this idea tied in with the idea of "bouncing?"
AV: Yes, the idea of bouncing and echo are very much linked together. Both ideas have to do
with the way energy is dispersed or diffused. ‘Bouncing’ relates to the way mallets bounce on a
percussion instrument especially on a marimba. If I ask you to ‘bounce’ off the key of a marimba
you will put some energy on the way down towards the key but also use some of the same energy
as it rebounds off the key as opposed to stopping that energy on its track. The rhythm need to be
right, of course, to allow you to bounce. If it is too fast or too slow it will not bounce. But
assuming that the rhythm is the right type, the term ‘bouncing’ will invite you as a player to
control energy in a different way.
The ‘echo’ is the electronic equivalent of bouncing, and in my case it comes from when I was
young and played in a rock band in the late 60s and early 70s. Later on, I found the same
technology that creates echo repeats in the electro-acoustic studio of the serious music world. So
it is an ‘import’ from the world of technology, perhaps one that qualifies ‘bouncing’, making it
more mechanical, more even, more pattern oriented. Such a pattern can play a role in defining
multiple times, creating the feeling that there are more than one pulse or beats going on at the
same time. Nothing conveys more clearly the feeling that musical layers have been decoupled
than the repetition of one pulsed phrase against another pulsed phrase which drifts at a different
rate. So the simplicity of the repeated echo can be used to convey something rather complex. It is
easier to hear two phrases drifting away from each other if they consist of repetitive patterns
(repeating at different rates, of course) than if they consist of complex rhythms, in which case
even if they are moving at different rates the listener may merge them together into a single time.
So if the patterns are simple like am echo the listener may recognize them as beating or pulsating
in two or more different times. There are clear examples of this in Water.
And finally the bouncing effect may be used just as a way of finishing a phrase of diffusing its
energy before a new phrase takes on in a new direction. In that case the echo or bouncing pays a
simple dramatic role.
CB: I really enjoyed how you described the concept of multiple time as "time against time" in
your radio program Children of Nancarrow. When is the first time you encountered Nancarrow's
rhythmic innovations? When did this influence first start to permeate your work?
AV: I discovered Nancarrow’s music in the 80s. (I actually met him briefly in London at a
Festival some years after I had discovered his pianola works). I had been interested in multiple
simultaneous time since the late 70s. In the 80s I realized that Nancarrow had explored these
processes in a comprehensive and systematic way so I listened to his pianola studies in some
detail. I didn’t like his music that much but I was fascinated by his ideas and the possibility of
taking them somewhere else. I felt that the processes that Nancarrow developed in his estudes
where not very dramatic, since once the ratios between different polyphonic lines were
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established, these lines continued their trajectory towards a pivotal point in a more or less
mechanical way, too deterministic for me, not dramatic enough. I wanted to see if it was possible
to work with multiple simultaneous times but with shorter cycles so that the pivotal points were
arrived at more quickly, not just towards the end of a piece or a section, and more importantly, I
wanted to control how these line converged to these points on a bar to bar bases. I wanted to hear
the hand of the composer making choices as the process unfolded. I was also interested in how
Ligeti developed some of Nancarrow’s ideas using conventional instruments and human players.
I felt that Ligeti was also interested in writing music that used Nancarrow’s ideas but in a more
flexible way.
I was first very happy with the result of my exploration in the last movement of my string quartet
Phrase & Fiction. In this movement I managed to put together my dramatic ideas about multiple
simultaneous times in exactly the way I wanted it, or at least it felt so at that time.
Unlike in the quartet where I use electronics, in my percussion music I am limited by what is
possible using acoustic instruments and human players. That has some advantages and
disadvantages. On the one hand this limitation forced me to focus on complex polyrhythms, since
it is not really possible to use irrational rhythms with human players. In that way my
polyrhythmic writing developed into something more sophisticated it would have done so if I had
not tried to simulate multiple simultaneous times with them. But of course with acoustic
instruments one is always simulating multiple simultaneous time, it is an illusion, because
ultimately the various polyphonic parts need to have a common rhythmic unit or duration,
however small that may be, so that the various players may remain in sync (holding on to this
common rhythmic value). In Nacarrow’s music there is no such common rhythmic value between
the various parts. The point is precisely to avoid them, to create ‘true’ (whatever that means)
irrational relationships. But simulating irrationality is quite OK, after all, everything in art is to
some extent a simulation. Ligeti led the way in this respect. He understood that the simulation of
multiple simultaneous times was a very exciting musical space to explore which he did
wonderfully in pieces like his piano etude Autumn in Warsaw. My Estudios de Frontera is an
attempt to take some of Ligetis’ ideas in this respect a bit further. For example Ligeti does not
work with the simulation of acceleration of one line against the other one, whereas in Homage to
Nancarrow that happens in many places.
CB: I'm really fascinated by the rhythmic vibrancy of your music. In other words, I think it is
interesting how listeners can often feel a sense of pulse without being aware of the complex meter
changes found within your music. Do you agree? lf so, how do you write with the listener in
mind?
AV: I don’t know if ‘listeners can often feel a sense of pulse without being aware of the complex
meter changes found within your music’. I have never asked that question to an audience. That
may be so, and if it is, it pleases me greatly.
But I do think of the listener when I compose music, all my music, not just my percussion music.
But the listener I have in mind when I compose is not necessarily an actual listener. It is an
imaginary listener, a listener that is perhaps not much more than myself disguised as an ‘external’
listener.
I believe that music must be clear, meaningful in a fairly direct way, so if I cannot hear a
structure, a phrase, a line, a polyphonic passage, then I assume the music I have written does not
work and the intended structure it is not there, even if a theoretical analysis of the passage in
question may suggest that a structure does exist at some hidden level. I work on the principal that
structures, forms, syntax, etc. are there to be heard, not just underlying containers at a ‘hidden
level’ but actual sonic realities. If they cannot be heard then they do not interest me. To that
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extent I have a listener in mind, but it a listener created by my own mind. Perhaps that is enough,
I cannot be all that different from an eager, reasonably well educated listener out there.
CB: Do you have any opinion on whether your works should be conducted? Do you think the
visual aspect of a conductor can alter the perception of time within your music?
AV: Presumably you are not talking of my orchestral or large ensemble pieces which obviously
need conducting.
Ideally none of my percussion pieces should be conducted except -of course- my Marimba
Concerto. There is nothing attractive about having a person waving his or her hands in front of an
ensemble just because it is necessary for time keeping purposes. Watching percussion players
play is quite exciting visually. Having someone obstructing your view is not. Having said that, I
prefer an accurate performance with a conductor than an inaccurate performance without it. So
having a conductor is merely a practical necessity. For example, I would not encourage any
ensemble to tackle Water without a conductor to begin with. But I can see how, after a while, the
same ensemble may be able to play the piece without a conductor. The Eastman Percussion
Ensemble has done just that with Water.
And yes, in my opinion the visual aspect of a conductor does alter the perception of time, not just
in my music but in any other context, and not just in percussion music. I have a piece for 12
singers and electronics (GREED) where the conductor has conducted the premiere from the front
raw of the hall so that the audience could not see him. It worked very well. You can see a video
of the concert in YouTube at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LyPi5xnfjzg.
CB: How would you describe the use of multiple time ("time against time") in your
compositions? Static layers of rhythmic syncopation (5:3) or dynamic individual voices that can
move at will? A combination of these two examples?
AV: The intention in music with multiple times (when computers are not used and only human
players are involved) is to simulate the complete independence (decoupling) of these
voices/layers. In conventional baroque polyphony the drama and the beauty of the structure is in
the unfolding of seemingly independent melodic lines which are nevertheless bound together by
the vertical case of harmony. So the mind marvels at the fact that they are independent and yet
they belong together completely. Perhaps there is a paradox there in that this process resemble the
world as we experience it, populated by independent objects and people and yet everything seems
to affect everything else.
So we can ask what is the equivalent process in music of multiple times. The independent melody
of the baroque polyphony is replaced here by an independent melodic pattern/cell or riff. And the
particular pulsation of this cell suggests a time signature, with its own beat etc., juxtaposed to
another layer which also consist of a motivic cell with its own pulsation, its own downbeat or
time signature. And what binds together these layers is not so much the harmony (although these
layers do share a common harmony in my music) but the fact that they gravitate towards a point
of rest, a pivotal point, a resolution where these multiple times are reduced to a single time. The
magic in baroque polyphony is that each layer is melodically independent but harmonically
together. The magic in music with multiple times is that in spite of the layers appearing to not
belong together in the same time, they finally arrive at a place where it is shown that they DID
belong together and that they were traveling together towards the same destination, albeit,
following very different routes, seemingly completely independent routes. I described this
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process (to an audience in the US in a pre-concert talk before a performance of Homage to
Nancarrow) as various trains leaving from a central station, taking different routes and arriving
a local station together, only to depart again and repeat the whole process until they arrive to
their common final destination. I suggested they looked at each marimba or vibraphone as a train,
and followed the music both visually and acoustically. It was a very traditional audience but they
told me afterwards (there was a reception after the concert) they had no problem following the
piece.
So the procedure is different from that of baroque polyphony but both procedures create the same
effect: drama based on the creation of tension followed by the reconciliation of elements that did
not seem to belong together initially.
So coming to your original question: I would not describe it as static layers or as individual
voices but as a process, a dramatic process which includes what appears to be static layers at
times, or independent voices at other times, but it is ultimately neither one nor the other but a
process.
CB: When writing music which consists of multiple time, how do you avoid having too dense of
a musical texture (especially if you are trying to maintain a groove)?
AV: Groove based music is different from ‘multiple time’ music. They overlap to some extent but
it is better to consider these two types of musical situations separately to analyze them more
effectively.
When my music is groove based, the syntactical and structural/formal procedure is different than
when it is multiple-times oriented. Grooves develop different than multiple-times polyphony, at
least they do so in my music. Perhaps one of the clearest cases of systematic developmental
grooves in my music may be found in Arabesco Infinito. There, the multiple-times polyphonic
syntax is more limited. In groove-based music the challenge is to develop the groove, from bar to
bar without destroying it while doing so, while changing it!
That seems like a contradiction, an oxymoron. A grooves must not change in order to groove,
right? Well, my premise was than perhaps not necessarily so. I wanted to see if I could develop,
change a groove, and still keep its identity, keep it grooving. It turned out that it is possible -after
all- to develop a groove (with great care), to change it, while keeping it grooving. You can see
that happening in Arabesco and I gave a technical talk about his process in one of Nancy
Zeltsman’s festivals some year ago. But this process is more horizontal than vertical (as oppose to
multiple-times music which is more vertical than horizontal in its organization). If you look at the
score of Arabesco Infinito you will see that the multiple times polyphony is more limited than in say- Homage to Nancarrow. And when in Homage to Nancarrow you have a groove (as in the
opening section) then the multiple-time structure is not yet there, but when the multiple times is
fully developed, then you do not feel the music is grooved based any more, the music has gone
somewhere else. So groove and multiple-times polyphony are -if not mutually excluding-, at least
mutually limiting. And if the polyphonic density of a multiple times passage is high, then the
feeling of there being a groove is low, or it disappears altogether as it happens in the denser
passages of Homage to Nancarrow. But of course a piece can move from multiple times
polyphony into a groove based section, and back. It is nowhere written that one has to stick to one
of these processes throughout an entire movement. In Homage to Nancarrow the music alternates
between both kinds of processes.
So, coming back to your original question: you cannot avoid having too dense a structure in a
passage that is primarily about multiple times. But it is only too dense if what you want is to
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maintain a groove, it is not too dense for a multiple times structure. You can alternate between the
two and there may be a certain overlap here or there, but at some point it becomes groove
oriented or multiple times oriented and the density changes accordingly and it is neither too dense
or to sparse, it has to be the right density for the structure at hand .
CB: How does the idea of melodic ascent/descent factor into your writing? In Water, there are
multiple times in which descending groupings of notes leads to an attraction point.
AV: It depends on the modal system I may be using at the time and also on whether I am trying to
work with layers of multiple times or not. If you listen to the works of Ligeti when he is trying to
simulate multiple simultaneous times you will see that he also tends to work with ascending or
descending scales like in his Autumn in Warsaw etude. This is because scales (going up or down)
are one of the simplest ways of creating a sense of direction and structure. And if you have two or
more voices moving at different times, then you have to make that movement obvious to the
listener so that he can immediately hear what is happening. If you had a complex melodic shape it
would be much more difficult to hear and identify that these lines are moving at different rate. So
you will see that in my works where I am not working with multiple simultaneous times my
melodic shapes tend to be less scale-like and more complex, usually very meslismatic, especially
in my vocal works.
CB: Is the idea of attractors a fixture in your compositional style? Are these generally focal points
used to maintain a sense of musical drama? For example, the presence of attraction points within
Arabesco Infinito.
AV: The idea of attractors appear in many of my works perhaps not always formulated as
attractors. One could say that most western music has worked historically with attractors. After
all, is not a common cadence a type of attractor? Is not the tonic of a tonality the number one
attractor in that system?
In any dramatic system based on tension and resolution there has to be a point towards which
everything ‘wants’ to converge. And by virtue of converging it provides release to the
accumulated tension. That is in essence how drama works.
In my works this mechanism is always present but in some pieces the drive towards these pivotal
points resembles more a physical kinetic process than a pitch oriented process/cadence. So I have
at times found it more descriptive to call this more kinetic process ‘an attractor’ rather than ‘a
cadence’. But basically they are the same thing, it is just that one is driven more by harmony and
the other one more by rhythmic energy. But both procedures are mixed, in both harmony and
rhythm play a part but in different proportions.
QUESTIONS ABOUT WATER
CB: How did you arrive at this instrumentation? In your mind, how does the piano fit into this
percussion sound?
AV: It is a question of balance, number of voices, depth, volume, etc., the same issues as when
choosing instruments for any other line up. The questions are: do I have enough bottom, enough
top, enough resonance, enough voices for a complex harmony or polyphony, enough variety of
color etc. The questions are always the same regardless of the ensemble one is choosing to work
with.
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AV: Why 6 and not 7? Because there are a number of sextets but not many septets. I asked the
commissioning institutions and they preferred a standard number of performers, a quartet or
sextet but no an unusual number. I would have liked to write for 10 players but most members of
the consortium preferred six. Six is a good number so I had no problem with that and I had not
written a sextet yet. Next time I’ll do 10, if there are any takers.
The piano is a percussion instrument and it speaks at the same speed as a mallet instrument. It is
also as loud as or louder than a mallet instrument therefore there is no problem combining it in a
mallet ensemble. More important: percussion instruments have a limitation in the pitched register,
the marimba being the lowest which is not very low and the xylophone going all the way to the
top but with hardly any resonance, and the glockenspiel has resonance but difficult to control and
a rather undefined pitch, wonderful for colour but not so good to carry a tune with much weight.
The piano complements the register of the mallet ensemble both at the top and low end so that in
Water the register of the piece is full, the same as that of an orchestra. Furthermore, mallet
instruments have no great sustain with the exception of the vibraphone, which is limited in
register and also it is difficult to select which notes should sustain if the instrument is to continue
playing while sustaining –say- a chord. It is more or less ‘all the notes’ or ‘none of them’ when it
comes to sustaining sound. The piano solves this problem too. By adding a piano to a
mallet/percussion ensemble I solved pretty much all the problems/limitations that percussion
instruments have with regards to pitch/register. This is very important if one is writing pitched
percussion music which is my case.
CB: Do you have a preferred setup for this work? At the University of Kentucky, we surrounded
the piano in a symmetrical set up. What is your preferred version?
AV: Yes, I think your set up with the piano at the center is probably the best one. I like the
balance that way, I usually prefer the bass to be at the center of the stage and the piano has the
deepest bass in this line up.
CB: The 3rd movement of Water is listed in Spanish rather than English. Is this done to pay
homage to "Todos los Feugos el Fuego” by Julio Cortazar? Is there anything to note about the
changing use of Spanish and English?
AV: It is perhaps not so much a homage but a reference to the story in Todos los Fuegos el
Fuego, the idea of multiple stories or lines or strata that evolve in parallel but ultimately belong
together in an overall discourse, connected to each other in ways that are perhaps not immediately
obvious. I suppose it is another way of thinking about polyphony.
CB: Within “Edge of Tide,” m.139 features a motive designated as “a call.” I couldn’t help
noticing that “a call” is also featured in your string quartet Phrase & Fiction. Is this idea a
signature style that can often be found in your works?
AV: A call is a gesture that draws our attention. Is also short, with a clear identity. Memorable.
All of these qualities are useful if we want to develop a complex discourse. A discourse is the
story of a ‘character’ to put in literary terms. If the character is clear and memorable -like a callthen if what happens to it is complex we can still follow the narrative. If the character is too
complex and what happen to it is also complex then it is much harder to follow the
discourse/narrative.
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CB: I really enjoyed your ability to combine different instrumental timbres into one singular
composite voice throughout Water. This similar effect also appears in your other works for
percussion, perhaps most notably in Book of Grooves. In composition, how do you determine
what instruments to blend together?
AV: Instruments may blend together well for a range of reasons: their spectra is a major one. But
in a rhythmic discourse the speed at which they ‘speak’ is also very important. (e.g. It would be
hard to blend a marimba which a French horn into a composite timbre because they speak at very
different speeds). Dynamics are also an issue. And context is also an issue. And in an orchestra
you also want to consider the distance at which the instruments are placed from each other. You
have to take all of these issues into account to create a composite sound. When I work with
electro-acoustic mean the problems becomes more complex but the possibilities are even greater
because you can in effect not only create composite sounds but also sound morphs. But that is
another subject.
CB: In the program notes for “Edge of Tide,” you described your efforts to create multiple modes
of listening. These modes included an easier understanding of the surface of the music as well as
the ability to dive deeper into the underlying musical construction. Do you always consider the
listener when writing music? How does the listener’s perspective influence your music?
AV: Yes, I always think of the listener. The listener’s perspective influences my writing in that I
try to put myself in the position of a person who does not know my music and has not lived with
the sound world of a piece of mine for weeks or month like myself, but is now confronted with
that piece in concert. So, in a concert, that person has to make sense of my piece without the
benefit of my experience. I try to write music that makes sense to people without the benefit of
my experience. But of course I have to imagine some kind of ideal listener. I am happy if my
music makes sense to my ideal listener. I accept that it will not make sense to all listeners but it
has to make sense to my ideal listener otherwise it is not worth writing it.
CB: Imagery seems to be a very important aspect of Water. For example, at the end of “Edge of
Tide,” I can almost hear drops of water in the distance (mm.260-262). What were the images you
were imagining when writing this work?
AV: The music suggested the images after I had written it. However, Debussy and Ravel are
some of my all-time favorite composers and they have written a lot of music that relates to water
in some way or other. Perhaps that influence was there to begin with but if so it was not a
conscious once.
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SIU Percussion Ensemble
Director and Conductor

2014-present

University of Kentucky Percussion Ensemble
Assistant Conductor

2013-2014
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PERFORMANCE EXPERIENCE
BlueSHIFT Percussion Quartet
Founder and Director

2016-present

Commissions
• Christopher Walczak, SIU Professor of Composition
• Casey Ginther, SIU Professor Emeritus of Composition
• Francisco Perez, Freelance composer
Southeast Trombone Symposium
Section Percussionist with STS Professors Choir

July 2015

Southern Illinois Music Festival
Principal Percussionist

June 2015

SIU Lecture Recital
The Music of Alejandro Viñao – Khan Variations

April 2015

Outside the Box Music Festival
Performed with the Altgeld Chamber Players
The Music of Marc Mellits

March 2015

Paducah Symphony Orchestra
Section Percussionist – Substitute

2014-present

Lexington Philharmonic – Lexington, KY
Section Percussionist – Substitute

2013-2014

Blue Steel – Lexington, KY
Subset of University of Kentucky Steel Band

2014

Orchestra Iowa – Cedar Rapids, IA
Section Percussionist – Substitute

2013-2014

The Follies: Back Home at the Paramount – Cedar Rapids, IA
Section Percussionist – Substitute

April 2013

TV Buddha Ensemble – Urbana, IL
Founder and Director
Numerous commissions and premieres

2010-2012

Sinfonia da Camera – Urbana, IL
Section Percussionist – Substitute

2010-2012
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PERFORMANCE EXPERIENCE (cont.)
Champaign-Urbana Symphony Orchestra – Urbana, IL
Section Percussionist – Substitute

2010-2012

University of Illinois Orchestra

2010-2012

University of Illinois New Music Ensemble

2010-2012

University of Illinois Percussion Ensemble

2010-2012

LaGrange Symphony Orchestra – LaGrange, GA
Section Percussionist – Substitute

2006-2010

Columbus Symphony Orchestra – Columbus, GA
Section Percussionist – Substitute

2009-2010

Columbus State Percussion Ensemble

2006-2010

Columbus State Orchestra

2006-2010

Columbus State Wind Ensemble
Performance at the Southern CBDNA Conference (February 2008)
Performance at the GMEA Conference (January 2008)
Performance at the Southern MENC, Charleston, SC (February 2007)
Performance at the GMEA Conference, (January 2006)

2006-2010

ADJUDICATION EXPERIENCE
SIU Music & Motion Marching Festival
Percussion Judge

Oct 2015

SIU Music & Motion Marching Festival
Percussion Judge

Oct 2014

PROFESSIONAL RECORDINGS
Shifting Cells

Columbus State University Percussion Ensemble
Albany Records, 2012

Synergy

John Bruce Yeh & Columbus State University Wind Ensemble
Naxos, 2009

Home

Collective Soul with the Atlanta Symphony Youth Orchestra
El Music Group, 2006
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CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS
Illinois Music Educators Association District 6
“Building a Complete Percussion Program”

Nov 2015

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
West Music Company
Customer Service Associate

2012-2013

Sheep Island Ensemble
Administrative Assistant for Non-Profit Organization
Helped develop patron database for fundraising

2012

AWARDS AND HONORS
Swanson Family Percussion Fellowship – University of Illinois

2011-2012

Theodore Presser Graduate Music Award – TV Buddha Ensemble

2011

Cooke Fellowship – University of Illinois

2010-2011

Hope Scholarship – Columbus State University

2006-2010

Towers Scholar – Columbus State University

2006-2010

Schwob School of Music Scholarship – Columbus State University

2006-2010

Dean’s List – Columbus State University

2006-2010

Director’s List – Columbus State University

2006-2010

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS & LEADERSHIP
Percussive Arts Society

2004-present
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